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GH.U’TER I
lETRODUGTIOW AlTD HISTORIGAL
This thesis is submitted v^fith modesty which best becomes
those who realize that we stand at the davm of a nev/ era in the use
of Ultra.-Violet Re.ys. Rut there is no doubt that a great change
is talking place and this is certain by a survey of recent medical
literature which discloses a. steadily increasing interest in the
possibilities of phototherapy.
The Prince of Wales in his presidential address at
the 1926 meeting of the British Association, Oxford, cleverly
epitomized the value of ultra.-viole t radiation. (l) "Glosely
linked," he says, "with the discovery of vitamins has been the
more recent development of knowledge concerning the need of sun-
light for hee.lth, in ma-n and his fellow-anima.ls as in plants. We
know novf that crippling deformity appea.rs in the growing child un-
less he receives his proper sha.re of vitalizing rays of the sun,
either directly or through the presence in natural foods of vitamins
which these rays ha.ve produced. Sunlight, or its artificia.l equi-
1. British Journal of Actinotherapy . Vol . I ITo . 2, April 1926.
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2valents, has some importance already in the treatment of disease;
hut a realization of its significance for health ha,s a much great-
er importance in preventive hygiene."
Solar and a.rtificial radiation has heen a pov/erful en-
vironmental factor in the evolution of life which has culminated
in the humn being. To think that it is no longer of importance
to the health of human beings is as illogical as to assume that
oxygen is not of essentia.! fundamental importance to the respira-
tory process. Viewing then, solar and artificial radiation, from
the stand point of human life and health, radiation of certain
wave lengths is as essential as oxygen.
In the treatment of certain forms of diseases, and I
have only to mention one disease, in which ultra-violet has been
almost specific, namely, that of rickets, and other bone diseases
such as, osteitis deformans, osteogenesis imperfecta, osteopo-
rosis, osteomalacia, delayed union of fractures, solar and arti-
ficial radiation has been v/idely applied with most satisfactory
results and certain other forms of diseases ha.ve responded en-
coura.gingly . On the other hand, I feel free to sa}'' that no
single therapeutic agent ca.n be a. "cure-all" . Each has its
place in the medica,! field, and a new method of treatment is
brought into disrepute only when extra,v3.g3.nt
,
improper and un-
substantiated claims are made for it.
In order to be a,ble to follow the discussion of the action
of light on living organisms it appears necessa,ry to acquaint
ourselves v/ith the nature of solar and artificial radiation,

their properties and powers of penetration of the tissues,
their absorption, and effects on the skin, pigruentation
,
bacteria,
nerves, etc., Also the infli'ence of Ultra-Violet Rays on Vita-
min D and their effects upon the skeleton together witn an ex-
tensive study of experimentation will receive a detailed considera-
tion .
HISTORICAL
Light through the ages has pla.yed a very i^rominent ps.rt
in the treatment of various kinds of diseases.
The Persians v/ere sun worshippers. The Aryans were sun
v/orshippers too, and name'’* their sun Dyejli^s . In Egypt the sun-
god v/as called s.nd the^^” erected temples for its v/orship and
thus did later on the Babylonians,
Hippocra^tes, the father of medicine, vdio lived about
460--370 B. C. advocated heliotherapy and practiced the same,
giving riiuch attention to the therapeutic pov/ers of sunlight.
The sun wa,s known to the Creeks a,s Helios, and the con-
struction of "solaria" in Greek and Roman homes for the expo-
sure of the body was carried on, because of the pleasure giv-
i-ofr T)ropertieo of sunlight. Covering the head and exposing
the rest of the body to the sun was a favorite practice am.ong
the Romans, and the increasing use of the sun baths by early

4peoples v«^as considered more particularly by the feeling of
well being after exposure than a realization of any specific
therapeutic properties.
The actual realization of the therapeutic value of the
sun v/e.s brought to the foreground by some famious ph^^sicians
and that early in the Christian era, Celsus is one of them
and Galen is another, v/ho recommended sun baths for various
conditions. Antylous, a Roman soldier, treated rickets and
atrophy of the niuscles, by massage in the sun.
Avicenna (980--1056) recommended general sun baths a.nd
Henry De F.onville (1260— 1320) used red light for the treat-
ment of small pox.
But with the advent of Christianity came a revulsion
aga,inst all pagan v/orships a,nd practices and during the Da,rk
Ages heliotherapy sank completely into chaos a-nd there was
no evidence of a revival of the same until the eighteenth
century
.
Before the approach of the eighteenth century in 1663
Sir Isaac Hewton discovered that the sunlight is composed of
various kinds of colors— red, orange, yellov;, green, blue,
indigo and violet, and he opened the way to the investigation of
the various kinds of invisible radiant energy and to the produc-
tion of artificial rays by his discoveries of the Spectrumi.
In 1678 Hugheyns foimulated the v\rave theory of light.
But the coming of the eighteenth century brought in
tv/o interesting instances of heliotherapy, especially because
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5of the use of the different ends of the Spectrum. Thomas
Fiennus in 1735 used the lens for cauterizing cancer of the
lips with excellent results, by employing the heat rays of
the Spectrum.
Walter Harris in 1742 noticed that ground-up clam
shells that had been exposed to the sun for a long period of
time somehow absorbed the radiant energy of the sun were of
a great advantage in the treatment of certain kind of diseases
at present knov/n as being due to improper calcium metabolism
and consequently responsive to ultra-violet rays.
During the year 1774 Faure treated ulcers with Solar
rays and soon after other workers used lenses to focus the
rays of the sun on the open wounds.
In 1779 Ingehouse observed tha,t the thing which made
it possible for the chlorophyl of a green leaf to decompose
carbon dioxide viras not the heat of the sun but the light.
Yet, up to this time not much attention wa.s given to
the pov/er of sun light in treating disee.se until the French
people revived interest in it, and that shortly before 1800.
At 1800 Sir V/illiam. Herschel by placing before each
color of the Spectrum a clinical thermometer discovered that
by placing the'sam^e beyond the limits of the visible red rays
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6it continued to rise, proving that refracted light v/as to be
obtained beyond the limits of the visible rea end of the visible
Spectrum and these rays he named "Infra-red" rays.
In 1801 Ritter discovered that silver chloride was
blackened by invisible rays which were somewhere beyond the limit
of the violet rays and thus he came to the conclusion that some
other kind of radiant energy is present in the ether virhich is
invigiblf to the eye. Accordingly, these radiations he termed
"ultra-violet" rays, the rays of the greatest therapeutic in-
fluence in the solar spectrum.
In 1802 Davy produced the electric arc and through this
discovery artificia,! phototherapy 7^as made possible.
In 1815 Rraunliofer ma.de the discovery of the dark lines
in the solar spectrum.
In 1819 Grotthus put forth the first law of photo-chemi-
cal change, declaring tha^t only the rays absorbed are effective
in producing chemical change.
In 1837 Ghevreul discovered the influence of the air and
moisture in conjunction v/ith sunlight in the bleaching of vege-
table colors.
In 1845 Bonnet called attention to the value of helio-
therapy in tre3.ting tuberculous osteoarthritis, recommending
both local and general treatment.
In 1858 Gha.rcot pointed out that the chemical rays must
be the active p3.rt of the spectrum.

7In 1865 Maxwell demonstrated that light is due to electro-
magnetic vibrations in the ether.
In 1877 Blunt a.nd Downes gave proofs of the bactericidal
properties of light.
In 1889 V/idma.rk showed that it was the ultra-violet rays
in sunlight which caused erythema and pigment ion, which was former-
ly thougiitto be due to the heat rays.
In 1893 (2) Finsen published his first experiments on the
physiological actionN^ of light and also announced the results
of his treatment of tuberculosis of the skin by means of the
'•Finsen Li^t .
"
In 1894 Finsen treated cases of smallpox by eliminating the
chemical end of the spectrum.. By this trea^tment he was able to
prevent the formation of pustules.
In 1895 Rontgen discovered X-rays which at a later time
were classified as radiation of extremely short wave-lengths
leaving an unknov/n field bet’meen the short wave lengths and the
shortest one knov/n as ultra-violet radiations.
In 1902 Bernhard ga.ve treatment to v/ounds and tubercu-
lous lesions v/ith natura.l sunlight. This treatment gave such
remarkable results tha,t other wounds v/ere treated in the same
way.
2, Finsen, Tra.itement du lupus vulgaris pa,r les rayons
chimiques concentres, XIII Gongres Intemat. de Med.,
Paris, August 1900.
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In 1903 Dr, Eollier (3) started his first clinic at
Leys in, and there he began treating tuberculosis mostly of
the surgical type
.
In .1904 Kroraayer was the first to use the quartz mercury
vapor light for the treatment of disease.
In 1911 Bardenheuer in Cologne and Escherich in Vienna
published their reports on the use of sunlight in lov/lands
,
In 1918 Huldschinsky (4) demonstrated the value of ultra-
violet radiation in the treatment and cure of rickets.
In 1924 The Sunlight League of England was organized,
its object being to educate people to the new knowledge of the
therapeutic qualities of sunlight, teaching them that it is a
stim.ultant, a tonic, and nature’s best disinfectant.
Since that time up to the present day natural and arti-
ficial sunlight with its vast and beneficie.! fields is receiv-
ing attention^ a.nd workers in this field are giving their time
to original research, for ultra-violet radiation is certain to
be empl 03''ed increasingly in the future, so a.s to be able to
cope sa,t isfac torily with the present needs for preventive and
curative treatm.ent of various diseases.
3, Rollier. Heliotherapy, 2d Edition, London and Oxford,
University Press, 1927.
4. Huldschinsky . Deut. Med. Worch., 1919, XLV. 712
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9CHAPTER II
ULTM-YIOLET OF THE SOLAR SFECTRUl^
Since daylight is one of the most important factors in
various chemical reactions and it is a standard in many respects,
it appears necessary to discuss its various characteristics in
detail
,
THEORY OF LIGHT
In studying the theory of light we find that light is
reproduced as a continuous succession of v;aves in the ether; much
U.
as waves in water are reproduced; thus light do in «g defined as an
electro-magnetic disturbance of ether.
From personal experience we know that v/ater always finds
a level and that the water always offers resistance to anything
that tries to disturb its level. If v/e attempt to depress the
surface of the water in one place, v/e will notice that it comes
up at another place, and consequently the waves are formed. Any
floating object in the sea does not really move forward with
the waves, but it is pushed ahead then let down and pulled back
again. The actual particles of water in the wa,ve change from
minute to minute and thus wave motion occurs when the parti-
cles of any material move in such a way so that the^?- successively
start from and come back to a given point.
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Waves have certain properties in common, which can be
most easily realized by considering the v/aves on water.
When light is transmitted, just as in the case of waves
in water, the oscillations in the ether are tra.nsverse to the
direction of the motions; all are propagated at the same velo-
city, but there is a great deal of variation in the number of
vibrations per second or frequency and also in the wave length.
At present it is agreed that light is the result of waves .of
energy that is transmitted through the ether and caused by the
periodic vibration or the periodic rotation of electrons.
Sir Oliver Lodge considers that the physical universe
consists of: positive electric charges; of negative charges;
and of the radiation due to sudden movements among these charged
particles
,
When the electrons and the protons are arranged in ve.rious
ways they form the atoms of eighty-eight different elements. Rad-
iation is always emitted in jerks whenever an electron drops
nearer the nucleus of an atom. 1.
It has been found also that each element has its own
characteristic spectrum at a given temperature. If this be visi-
ble the v/ave lengths indicate the color, and their amp£.itude its
brightness.
PRISIIATIC .AiTALYSIS
Prismatic analysis proves that every atom has its own
definite rate of vibration, and that it may emit several
1 , Sir Oliver Lodge ''Atoms and Rays" Geo. H. Doran Co., Ilev/
York, 1924. (preface date)

11
colors or it may emit only one, a.nd the number it emits may de-
pend on the extent to which it is heated.
For instance, when we heat a metal to incandescence it
sets up waves of energy, the waves differing in their frequency
of vibration and their wave-length, the frequency increa.sing
proportionally with the decrease in wa-ve length,
"The measurement of the wave-length or the measurement
of the frequency is a physica.! foundation for the study of rad-
iations and their effects. It is not sufficient to say that
sunlight causes a certain effect for v/e should know what radia-
tions are responsible for the effect, Moreso, the eyes are not
capable of judging because they respond to different radiations
only in certain narrow range of v/ave -lengths , These are termed
visible radia,tion (as a group). Beyond the radiation which pro-
duces in our visua.l sense the sensation of deep red color are
invisible radiations of longer v/ave-lengths which, are termed
infra-red radia,tion, yet v/e find som.e other kind of invisible
radiations of shorter wave-lengths than those which produce a
sensation of violet color which are termed ultra.-violet radia-
tions," 2.
THE SOLAR SPEGTRUII
The solar spectrum can be divided into two categoric s--the
visible and invisible portions. The former consisting of seven
colors--red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo and violet.
Each of these colors is a movement of the ether, having its ovm
average v/ave-length as follows:
2, Pacini. "Light and Health" ’/Williams & Wilkins Co., 1926
P. 10.
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TABLE I
Color Wave-lengths Average Frequency
0 Million Millions
A per second
Red 7700— 6200 375
Orange 6200 -- 5900 541
Yellow 5900 -- 5500 571
Green 5500 -- 4900 595
Blue and Indigo 4900 -- 4300 645
Violet 4300 — 3900 750
"LIGHT MD Y/OHK," By K. Luckiesh. D.
Van ITostrand Co., 1924
o
A (The Angstrom unit) is equal to one-tentli-millionth of a
millimeter (m ni) or one hundred-millionth of a centimeter (c m)
.
A mdllimeter is one-tenth of a centimeter, 2,54 centimeters
being to an inch. The millimicron, m ja, is ten times larger
than the Angstrom unit, A and the micron is 10,000 times larger*
that is,
10,000 A - 1,000 m p r: 1 0 . 00^1
The letter \ is used to mean wave-length.
m.m 0.0001 c.m
Lc
C
15
Thus in sununins up the visible spectrum we find that
0 o
the same extends from 7700 A to 3900 A.
The sun at a high temperature is somewhat greater than
0
9000 P, and in accordance v/ith physical lav/s it should
radiate much energy of wave lengths of the middle and even of
the long wave portion of the extreme ultra-violet region, yet,
'•no appreciable radiation of shorter v^o^ve -length than 2900
ree.ches the earth’s surface.” 3.
0
The Solar Spectrum extending from 2900 A to
( u being one-thousandth part of a millimeter) contains approxi-
mately six octaves of infra-red rays -- one octave of luminous
and about half an octave of ultra-violet rays.
Ultra-violet rays can be considered as formed of invisible
rays whose frequencies are gres.ter than those frequencies of
the visible spectrum. Through the utilization of the quartz
prisms and lenses there has been photographically recorded the
0 0
regions between 3900 A and 1850 A.
00
Schumann (4) recorded the area from 1850 A to 1230 A
by the utiliza.tion of prisms and lenses that v/ere' made of
fluorite. He did not use qua.rtz for the simple reason tha.t it
absorbs a,ll rs.diations that have wave- lengths less than 1850
He also used a vacuum spectroscope in order to prevent air ab-
0
sorption for below 1700 A the atmospheric air becomes very
absorbent
,
• # • • • •
3, Luckiesh & Pacini. "LIGHT APD HEALTH” Williams & Wilkins Go.
1926. Page 11.
4, Schumann, HER. WIEH, AKAD., 102, 11 a, 625. Smithonian
Contribution, 29, Ho. 1413, 1903.
o
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L;,aiian, (5) staples that absorption of the air begins to
manifest itself in the near ultra-violet, but becomes critical
0
only about v/ave -length 2000 A. He also was able to reach
0
a wave-length of 510 A by means of electric discharges in a
helium vacuum.
Russ and Browning (6) pointed out tv/o distinct regions
of ultra-violet radiation:
0 0
1. From 3800 A to 2960 A these rays are strong and
are able to penetra,te the human skin, yet v/ith no "bactericidal
effect .
"
0 o
2, From 2960 A to 2100 A these being strong in "germi-
cidal effect" yet not being able to penetrate the skin.
The table belovtr gives approximately the limits of various
spectral regions.
( over)
5. Lyman, T. Spectrocopy of the Extreme Ultra-Violet Region,
1914, 58.
Lyina-n, T. ITature, 1919, CIV, 314.
6. Russ Sc Browning, Proc . Roy. Soc
.
,
1917, xc, 33. The
Bactericidal Action of Ultra-Violet Rays.
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TABLE III
Agnstrom units
Gamma rays
Ron tgen rays
Ultra-violet rays of extreme radiation
Middle Ultra-violet
Near Ultra-violet
Visible rays violet
blue
green
yellow
orange
red
0 — 0.1
0.1 — 500
= O— O'
2000 — 3000
3000 — 3900
3900 -- 7700
Infra-red
Hertzian oscillations
7700 — 5,000,000
5,000,000 to several
kilometers
This table from '“LIGHT AI^TD HEALTH'*Luckiesh and Pacini. 1927,
P. 9 .
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As I mentioned in the previous pages the na,tural source of
ultra-violet radiation is sunlight, knov/n to us as the most power-
ful form of radiation. This statement (that the sun is the most
powerful form of radiation) can be interpreted as a fact when we
A \
only realize that the total solar radiation onwthe 1 th
2
,
000
,
000,000
part is intercepted by the earth, and 6/10 ths of this amount
passes through the earth’s atmosphere, and when we realize that
the intrinsic brilliancy of the sun’s surface has been calculated
to be 1000 candles for every square millimeter while the brilli-
ancy of an artificial arc lamp is 170 candles for every square
millimeter.
SEASONAL VARIATIONS
Noon sunlight is fairly constant in spectral character
but its intensity varies v/ith its altitude and with the condi-
tions of the atmosphere. Hence, the limits of the solar spectrum
are being influenced by the atmosphere, by the seasons, by the
height of the sun above the horizon, and geographically. Eor
instance, on a clear day during the midsummer months the inten-
sity of illumination outside, about noon, reaches a value as
high as 10,000 foot candles. During the midwinter months at noon
the value is only one fourth as great for regions in the vicinity
of 40 degrees latitude. During cloudy days the value is above
1,000 foot-candles.
Prom the above data, v/e must conclude that during July we
get a maximum value of the spectrum, while during the winter we
get the smallest amount of ultra-violet ra-ys
.
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ATIIOSPHERIG GUKDIT IONS
It is estimated that a clear atmosphere takes up from 40 to
50 percent of the sunlight, 30 percent lahen the sun is at the
Zenith, and 75 percent v/hen the sun is at the horizon.
This lessening in intensity of solar radiation as it passes
through the atmosphere is due to absorption by \mter Tapor, ozone,
and oxygen. UlTater vapor decreases all re^diation and more so the
inira-rea. The absorping power of water vapor for radiant heat
is seventy-two times greater than that of dry air.
Ozone takes up both the infra-red and the ultra-violet
^’javes. Ozone also decreases the intensity of infra-red energy.
The regions that contain ozone in all probability reach to the
height of 40 miles.
Oxygen decreases the extreme red rays, V/e find that near
sea level, various other factors such as gases, dust, smoke, de-
creo.se the sun’s radiation; smoke and dust halving a, particular
effect on ultra-violet ^^ja^ves.
We also find that the intensity of direct light of the sun
is diminished by diffusion. Thus extreme ultra-violet rays are
diffused sixteen times as much as extreme red rays. The intensity
of diffused li^t becomes greater with increase in depth of the
atmiosphere through which the direct ligjit of the sun is passing.
Therefore, as the height of the sun above the horizon decreases
the intensity of diffused light increases, V/hen the sun is near
horizon, the intensity of diffused light is much grea^ter than
the intensity of the direct sunlight.
In summing up the above statements we may say that the
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different parts of the solar spectrum with its intensity during
the summer months is about the same save in July when the maxi-
mum radiation is obtained. Differences of the intensity of the
solar spectrum increase as winter approaches. The shorter the
v/ave-lengths
,
the more marked is the seasonal variation.
Furthermore, sunlight during the v/inter months is poor
in ultra-violet. During summer the intensity of the rays is
just about the same in high and low a.ltitudes. During the
winter months the intensity decreases more less at high than at
low altitudes
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CHAFTEk III
"LIGHT STAKYATIOH"
Scientifically speaking the sun is, for us, the "beginning
of all things. All energy of the esirth is derived from the s’'un's
rays and life itself would be impossible for one hour v/ithout the
sun
,
\
HEALTH SElEkITS OF SHHLIGHT
77e know that the child deprived from its birthright of
sunlight grows up puny a.nd sickly. We knov/ that to live our
lives happily and completely Y<fe must have the open sunlight.
We know that in order to prevent the sprea,d of disease we must
place contaminated furniture and household articles out in the
direct sunlight.
DEFKIVATIOH OF S'dllLIGHT OH AGGOUHT OF LIYIHG GOHDITIOHS
Hence, no evidence is needed to prove the health benefits
of sunlight. But, in these modern days of intensive living we
need to be reminded of it. 'We live more a.nd more in congested
centers where the direct sunlight rarely reaches us.
Long ago the doctors practicing in the French and
Ite.lian Alps were surprised to find that in the sa-me streets
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of villages situated in these mountains, children in the
houses -which lay in the shadow and to which the sun never
came, v/ere undeveloped both mentally and physically, while those
living in the houses exposed to the sun far excelled the former
in development.
At a further step it was found that illness oecured
far oftener in the dwellings on the shaded side than on the
sunny one
.
The external appearance of people who are little in
the sunshine, those who spend their lives in prison or in
sunless dwellings are pale in striking contrast to the red
cheeks of persons who live hi^ in the mountains where the
full sunlight, rich in ultra-violet rays pours down affectively.
Not only man, but even plants show the influence of
such conditions. They lose their lovely green color tha.t
corresponds to the red color in our cheeks (chlorophyl playing
the same part as the Hemoglobin plays among men), and soon
become pale -w/hen they are deprived from the light,
people that live through the polar regions manifest
a similar pale appearance like children that are kept indoors
during the winter, and they receive be.ck their rosy cheeks in
the warm and sunny season of the year.
We find that under the influence of the full sun-
li^t the heiLOglobin content of the blood increases, so
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does the number of red corpuscles, hut under the influence of
darkness and gloom the hemoglobin content of the blood diminish-
es .
WINDOW G-LASS
We spend an increasing amount of our time indoors or be-
hind window glass which, as eTen the most ardent modem sun
worshipper knov/s, deprives the sun lays of their utmost benefit.
It is acknowledged that though glass of this type acta
as windows for the visible parts of the suns spectrum, it acts as
shutters to a large part of the invisible ultra-violet. Thus
the light inside a room glazed with ordinary glass windows is
deficient in those rays of the sun’s spectrum which are most
beneficia.1 to a healthy body,
HOW can we expect children--especially those suffering
from malnutrition--to develop strong, healthy bodies when they
are deprived of the sunlight for the greater part of the day?
HOW oan one expect the development of strong bones in
children that are being starved of the most potent factor in
promotion of calcium and phosphorous meta-bolism, or how can one
expect such individuals that are deprived of sunliglit to develop
a sturdy resistance to the attacks of disease and infection wnen
their blood is impoverished because of the lack of the vitaliz-
ing sun’ s rays?
It goes without saying that when it is convenient
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the best way to obtain full- benefit from the sun* s rays is
to expose one's self in the direct sunlight out-of-doors,
out unfortunately this often is not possiole. To meet this
problem progress in the production of glass having a high
transmission of ultra-violet radiation has been very rapid.
A fevyi- years ago the only medium available for window
t ran siiiitting short wave length ultra- viuier rays was quartz
glass. ITow we have new glasses such as "Vitaglass" and
"Vioray" which transmit fift^^ to fifty-five percent of the
short wave-length ultra-violet rays, the so called "vital
rays" that are absorbed by vvindow glass.
As I mentioned in the previous chapter, it has been
found that in the sun's spectrum the ultra-violet re.ys are
present down to a v/ave length of
.295 ^u, rag^s of shorter
wave length tha^n these being entirely absorbed by the atmos-
phere before reaching the surface of Uie ea.rth.
Clear, colorless glass permits all the luminous rays
to pass through it v/ith very little reuuction, but un-
fortuna,tely it does not transmit the ultra-violet rays,
being, in fact quite opaque to the rays of a. shorter
wa.ve length than about .32 u or .33 u according to the na-
^ ' I
ture of the glass. Hence, v/e can see that the light that
ma.y be found inside a room glazed Y/ith ordinary v/indov/ gla.ss
is identically the same as the light found outside so far as
luminosity is concerned, but it is found to be deficient in
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ultra-Yiolet rays, and lackin^ coniyle tcly those rays v/ith
wave-lenyths between .295
^
and
.315 j,. . But it is exactly
this rejion of the spectrum that possesses the very beneficial
rays of sunliyht, and their exclusion reduces the health yiviny
power of the lipht.
The above fact is made clesvrer by the following table.
TABLE IV
7ave lenpth
—•A. Physiological Activity
B. Transmission of Ordinary Window Glass.
This table is taken from '*The British journal of Ac tin o therapy
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Tlie line "A" cives the physiolo£iic3.1 activity of ultra-
violet light as the v/ave-length changes from ,350 u down to
.250 u, a.s measured by t'wo Germa-n scientists, Hausser and Yahle
.
The line "B" that represents the ordinary window glass, 2 n-.m.
thick, does not transmit any of these health giving rays ( .315
and .295 u) hut it is Cj.uite opaque to rays of a shorter wave-
length tha-n .320 u. 1.
"HOLYIGLASS"
But besides the two other kinds of glass, we fefered to
in this chapter for transmitting the ultra-violet rays of the
sun, as a result of continuous research on this field in the
Department of Glass Technology of the University of Sheffield,
Dr, English (Head of the Research Department, Holophane Ltd.,
England) patented a formula for a new kind of ultra-violet trans-
mitting glass v^ich has been named "Holviglass . This new trans-
mitting gla,ss was formulated and discovered last April, 1928.
It has been carefully tested at every stage, and it is found to
transmit freely the vdiole of the sun^s ra.ys--both the visible
and ultra-violet and it is found to be extraordinarily tra,nsparent
to the rays having vra-ve-lengths between ,295u and ,315 ^u.
The following table gives a comparison of the transmitting
pov/er of "Holviglass" and ordinary sheet glass.
(over)
1, The British Journal of Ac t in otherapy, April 1928.

TABLE V
hEfti-Th
liiliiiiiiiiilili ilillii
HHIlMlililHilMilllii111
illllii iiiiiiii iiiliiiiiiliii iiiliii
'i'’i
'holvi Glass
Z.Z.o’u.
HOuVl Gu\t>S
l5ox.
O
A
IS 4 i> t1 U
iih li mil ii lii n ilii 1 1 liiM liuiliiiiiluii
2,5*0 o
V I r 1 f*’ I t'l I*'’ A**, ><>1 ^"1 :!**/ *• »'
iliuilimlnMlhriktumU'i
O u.
1 I
uLTi^AviOL-er
I
V
I
s
I ^ |y|o|
4,A »A, I
WAVEuEIV^TH
scale
/ /
LIMIT OP S'JM’S
bpECTKJhl
This table from the British Journal of Ao t in o therapy,
April 1928,
The tv;o hands marked '’Holvi^ass” show that it is tro-ns-
parent to all the ultra-violet r3.ys of the solar spectruir.,
a.nd the brightness of these bounds between .295 u and ,315 u
I I
rakes clear the point that this glass is extraordinarily
tr3.nsparent to this most important region.
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Hence, vvith this kind of ivlass a complete and heneficial
sunshine may be enjoyed indoors all the year arounc’’, the sun-
shine indoors beiny of the same -quality as tha.t of the open air.
This "Holviglass” may be used a,nywhere and may face a,ny
direction and ma.y be placed in any position from which- the sky
is visible, v/hether it receives the direct sunlight or not, for
sunlight is not the only light that is rich in ultra-violet rays,
but we find that diffused light is also rich in ultrs.-violet rs^ys,
and some authorities on the subject ma.intain that diffused light
from a clear sky is richer in ultra-violet rays than in direct
sunlight
.
Prof, v7. E. S. Turner, Head of the Department of Glass
Technology of the University of Sheffield in speaking of the
•’Holviglass" said;
’’The spectrum of the li^t transmitted by the sample
of Holviglass was photographed, a larger Hilger Q,uartz Specto-
graph being used. The glass tre^nsmitted light down to a 7/ave-

27
An investigation of the percentage transmission of the
sample v/as then ca,rried out. The results are given in the
following table :
TABLE VII
V/ave length u
.340
.331
. 325
.318
.310
.302
.295
.290
.284
.276
.275
.273
.270
.265
.260
.255
Percentage of Light Transmitted
88
85
82.5
78.5
72
64
53
43
32
19
17.5
14.5
11
6.5
2
0
This table from the Holphane Ltd., London, England. 1928.
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Yet glass a.nd congested centers and indoors are not the
only obstacles that deprive the sun’s rays of their utmost
benefit
.
Slaves to custom, v^e sv/athe our bodies with clothing Ysrhich
^;^rds off the sun’s rays even when we do get in the light. The
result is ’’light starvation”—a very definite fact in modern
life, and a health problem that demands a grea-t consideration.
We do feel the effect of "light starva.tion” in our lack of energy
and vitality, and our unhealthy skins manifest it, our tendency
to anemia and our ready surrender to colds and petty illness
demand solar liglit.
"Light Starvation" is strikingly dramatized in the ca.se of
little barbies in the cities, a relatively large percent of whom,
health figures show us are afflicted with rickets; the disease
Yiiich authorities ascribe to the lack of sufficient sunlight.
VT'ith all these things in mind we turn now to the next
chapter for the solution of the problem.

CHAPTER
ARTIEIGIAL ULTRA-VIOLET RV/S
From the ohservations made in the previous chapters --that
it is difficult and sometimes almost impossible to get the maxi-
mum actinic energy owing to lov^ altitudes a.nd climatic conditions
and owing to the fact that it does not seem urgent to replace our
house and office windOY/s by the expensive new glasses that have
a high transmission of the short wave length ultra-violet rays--
it appears that we are fa,cing a great problem; namely, as to how
Y/e shall be able to secure the ma^ximum 3,ctinic energy with a mini-
mum of heat rays; yet this problem has found its solution in a-rti-
ficial ultra-violet rays.
THE NATURE OF ULTRA-VIOLET RADIATION
Before v/e can consider the various apparatus as sources of
artificial ultra-violet light, it appears necessary to deal briefly
with the physico-chemical principles on which Ultra-Violet Radia-
tion is based,
THE ATOM
During the past feYi years science has taught us many
things which help us to understand something of the physics of
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ultra-violet radiation. We knov/ for certain that matter is
atomic in structure and that the atoms of the ninety-t7^o chemical
elements combine with each other in definite proportions to form
the molecules of all known substances. We no longer regard the
atom as the ultimate and indivisible particle of matter, for v/e
know, not only that it is made up of sma.ller particles, but also
a great deal about the nature of these particles and their ar-
rangement v/ithin the atom. Each atom consists of a central
nucleus, of more or less complicated structure, carrying a posi-
tive electric charge. The nucleus is surrounded by a system of
extremely minute particles, each carrying a negative electric
charge, called electrons. The electrons circulate round the nuc-
leus in various orbits and their negative electric charge exactly
balances the positive charge of the nucleus, so that, normally,
matter is electrically neutral. Under certain conditions, how-
ever, this arrangement can be disturbed.
RADIAITT EKERUY
Visible light is noif known to be a form of electro-magnetic
wave disturbe.nce , As it is necessary to suppose a medium by
means of '\7hich this disturbance is conveyed, scientists presume
the existence of a substance termed the ether -vs^iich pervades all
space. Of the nature of this meaium nothing is known.
Nev/ton discovered tha-t vihen white light 7/as projected through
a prism it was split up into the component colors of the familiar
spectrum, and that the various colors had different properties.
It has been found that these properties are due entirely to dif-
ference of wave length.
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The visible spectrum is only a tinj section of an enormous
ranje of elcctro-niacne tic v/aves. Beyond the visible red, there
are v/aves of greater length; the infra-red rays, and the Hert-
zian v/aves, some of v/hich are used in v/ireless transmission.
These extend in length to 20 kilometres or more. At the other
end of the visible spectrum there are the ultra-violet rays, then
X-rays, and beyond these the gamma rays of radium and other radio-
0
active substances with v/ave lengths as short as .015 A,
Recently, even shorter wave lengths have been discovered.
Some idea of the enormous range of the electro-magnetic spectrum
my be gained from the statement due to Luckeish that if it were
drav/n to scale with the visible spectmum occupying the space of
one foot, the entire sxiectrum would be severo.! million miles in
length
.
To return to the question of the arrangement of the atom,
radiation of suitable v/o.ve length applied to the atom will cause
electrons to assume a new orbit farther from the nucleus, or even
to leave the atom altogether to v/ander free in space. Some of
the energy of the radiation will be absorbed in the process. Far-
ther, the atom v/ill become unstable. If an electron leaves the
atom altogether, the atom becomes positivel 3/ ch=?rged and v/ill tend
to acquire another free electron to maintain the baH.ance , if an
electron remains v/ithin the atom but moves farther away from the
nucleus, it v/ill tend constantly to return to its original posi-
tion. When either of these two things happens, i. e., when an
electron joins an atomic systera or moves nearer the nuc\leus
energy is emitted and this gives rise to further atomic disturb-
ance
.
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Wlien atoms combine to form molecules, the force which brings
about and maintains the combination, the force we call chemical
affinity, is electrical in character and is a,ssocia,ted v/ith the
outermost electrons of the various atoms. When, therefore, by
mesons of radiation we dislodge electrons from atoms which belong
to molecules, the result is chemical change. When we cause elec-
trons to move farther away from the nucleus the result is an un-
stable electrical condition ?rhich in turn ?/ill cause the emission
of radiation and ultimately tend also to bring about chemical
change
.
Tills is presuFia^bly what happens vdien ultra-violet radis.-
tion is applied to the human body. The rays penetrate the tissues
or are absorbed "03^ them in var^^ing degree according to v/ave length
and as they are absorbed they bring about the chemical and electri
cal effects described.
This explanation deals with the purely ph^i^sical aspect of
ultra.-violet radiation. The biologica,! aspect is more intricate
and althou^gh various theories have been advanced, the manner in
which the therapeutic effects of ultra-violet ra.diation are secur-
ed has not yet been satisfactorily explained. Bearing in mind the
complexity of the huma.n organism, it is obvious that a great deal
of research v/ill be necessary before actinotherapy becomes any-
thing like an exact science. In the meantime, the medical practi-
tioner, starting with a fairly accurate knowledge of the nature of
ultra-violet radis^tion and how it is produced, together with the
records of what actinotherapy^ has a^lready accomplished has to be
content with methods which, althou^ somewhat empirical, are neve?
theless more than justified by results.

CHEr.IGAL PROPERTIES OP ULTRA-VIOLET RADIATION
Sciieele a,Lout 1777 noticed the existence of invisihle radia-
tion, "beyond the limit of the visible spectrum throur;b. the conver-
sion of silver chloride into metalic silver.
These ra^ys vvere termed '’actinic*' or "chemical" rays. We
find that chemical changes can take place in the presence of all
rays of the spectrum, but some that a^re called photo-chem.ical re-
actions have velocities that are inversely proportionate to the
wave length of the rays present.
We find that photochemical reactions are divided into two
reactions
:
1. Reactions of degradation.
2. Reactions of synthesis.
REACTIONS OP DEGRADATION
Tlie splitting up of hydriodic a.cid into its two elements
can be considered as an outstanding example of the decomposing
effect of ligiit:
2 H I =r + I-
This liquid if kept in the light soon turns to dark, more
so v/e find that hydrogen peroxide is decomposed more readily if
exposed to light,
0
Ra.ys of 3330 A or shorter can convert an aqueous solution
of potassium nitrite into nitrite v/ith the liberation of oxygen.
Laimiier irradiateu sodium sulphate and identified sodium
hydro-sulphite and sulphur in the decomposition products. 7.
Jacquier found that natural or artificial radiation from the
7. Marmier. Comp. Rend., 1912, 159, 32.
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mercury vax)or lamp will precipitate metals from solutions of
their salts v/hen alumminum plates a,re suspended in the solutions. S
If plates of silver, copper, tin or lead he suspended in
W3.ter and then he exposed to Ultra -iriolet radiation, colloidal
solutions are formed. A large number of organic compounds are
decomposed hy radiation. Acetone is broken up into carbon mon-
oxide, ^e thane and methane.
In the presence of air, chloroform is converted into
carbonyl chloride and hydrochloric acid; because of this, chloro-
form used for 3.na.esthe tic purposes should alv^^a^^s be kept in the
dark.
ITany scientists have investigated the effect of li^t on
aqueous solutions of sucrose and other sugars. Sucrose is at
first converted into glucose and then into fructose, v/hicli are in
turn decomposed into aldehydes, ketones, and alcohols, and, then,
after prolonged irradiation, to carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide
and hydrogen
,
The fact that exposure to Ultra-violet radiation accela-
rates the spontaneous decomposition of ma^ny commercial explosives
has been utilized by Berthelot and Gandechon as a basis for
stability tests.
Euler and Ryd have demonstrated the influence of ultra-
Tiolet light upon aqueous solutions of laotio aoid. This aoid is
decomposed into alcohol and carbon dioxide. 9.
8. Jacquier. B. P., 17, 790 (1913)
9. Euler and R^^d, J. c. S., 1913, 104 (li(, 544.
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Fartherraore
,
Baudisch has shovm that the solid calcium
l3.ctate is decomposed into hydrogen, methane, ethane and ca^rhon
monoxide . 10
.
HEAGTIOhS OP SYl'ITKESIS
A good example of synthetic reaction is the formation of
hydrochloric acid hy the photochemical combina^tion of hydrogen
and chlorine. If these elements be kept in the dark nothing
takes place, but if they are exposed to diffused daylight a com-
plete change takes place. If exposed to direct sunlight the re-
action is an explosion.
We find that v/hen v^re put many compounds, under the influence
of ultra-violet radiation, two or more molecules of the compound
unite to form a larger molecule of the same composition, but hav-
ing greatly modified chemical and physical properties.
Accordingly these photochemical reactions suggest chemical
means through which the intensity of ultra-violet radiations can
be determined. The same can be found by taking the v/eight of the
quality of metallic silver a.fter a certain length of irradiation.
The presence of ultra-violet rays can be alvra-ys detected
by their power of blackening silver chloride and by their action
on photographic plates and paper. It is proved that in the pre-
sence of ultra-violet rs^ys
,
willemite gives off a brilliant green
10. Baudisch. Biochem. Zt., 1920, 103, 59.
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fluorescence and th.is rapidly disappears when a thick sheet of
plate glass is placed "between the source of light and willemite.
This proves that the visible rays are not responsible for the
phenomenon
.
Thus, with these facts established such world famous men 3.s
Finsen began devising means for constructing ultra-violet appara-
tus and. for multiplying in a practical way the health benefits of
this vital force, for soon it ws-s recognized that even under the
ideal conditions existing in the Alps, the supply of ultra-violet
which really reached the patient v/as exceedingly uncertain.
QUALITY OF PADIATIOh
Obviously the most important factor in the consideration
of any type of apparatus is the quality of radiation it produces,
or, in other words, the ba.nd of wave-lengths covered by its
spectiTum.
It is customary to divide the ultra-violet spectrum into
0 0
tv/o sections, the near ultra-violet ranging from 4000 A“-3000 A*
0 o
And the far ultra-violet ranging from 3000 A--1800 A. The wave
lengths of the near region are much more penetrating than tliose of
the far region but have practically no bactericidal effect. The
wave lengths of the far region, on the other hand, do not pene-
trate beyond 1/10 mm, but have a powerful bactericidal action,
Geners^lly speaking, the longer wave lengths are regarded as most
valuable for their tonic effect and the shorter wave length for
the local treatment of such conditions as surgical tuberculosis,
open -wounds etc.
Although v/e have not yet reached the stage where it can be
stated definitely that certain wave lengths should be employed in
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the treatment of certain diseases, the quality of radiation emit-
ted is obviously an important consideration in the choice of ap-
paratus .
TYPES OP ULTIIA-YIOLET APPARATUS
There are three types of ultra-violet apparatus each of
vdiich is supplied in a variety of patterns. These types are:
1 . The Carbon Arc
.
2. The Tungsten Arc.
3. The Mercury Vapor Arc.
CARBON ARC
The first artificial source of ultra-violet light was the
Carbon Arc Lamp, which was introduced by Dr. Rinsen for the
treatment of lupus since 1893.
In the Carbon arc lamp the source of radiation is an elec-
tric arc formed between two carbon electrodes, adjusted at the
required, distance and maintained at the necessary difference of
electrical potential. Carbon arc lamps are of ty/o main types,
those in which the electrodes are regulated automatically and
those in which they a,re hand controlled.
In the former type when the lamp is not used the electrodes
are in contact. V^en the current is switched on, a short circuit
is formed and sufficient heat is generated to volatilize some of
the carbon. In the latter type, the current is switched on and
the carbons are brought into contact by hand controlled medhanical
device and then separates to the necessary distance by the same
means. As the carbons are consumed, adjustment is ma.de necessary
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to maintain the distance between them.
The spectrum of the carbon arc lamps depends upon the
0
composition of the electrodes employea. Wave-lengths from 2340 A
0
4500 A can be produced,
THE TUHGSTEH ARC
The tungsten arc opera.tes on the same general principles
as the carbon arc except for the fact that the electrodes are
solid tungsten rods. We can, therefore, deal briefly v/ith this
type of appar3.tus.
The tungsten arc gives an intense and comparatively con-
tinuous spectrum rich in both long and short wave lengths and
0
extending into the far ultra-violet region to 2200 A. It is,
therefore, suitable for both general and local treatment. It
gives greater intensit^^ of output than the carbon arc and has
more continuous spectrum than the mercury vapor arc.
One of the chief objections to the tungsten arc is thai
it requires direct current and a motor generator is necessary
vdien only alternating current is available. V^ith direct current,
however, it can be used on the ordinary lighting or power wiring.
IffiRCURY VAPOR lAlT
Although there are several types of mercury vapor
lamps the evacuated type is by far the most popular.
The evacuated mercury vapor burner consists of an ex-
hausted quartz tube in which is enclosed a. sm.all quantity of
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iiiercury. Two electrodes sealed into the quartz enable an
electric current to he passed through the tube. Quartz is
used because it transmits ultra-violet rays, v^hereas ordinary
glass is practically opaque to the rays.
An arrangement is provided v/hereby, after the current
has been switched on, the burner aiay be tilted so that the mer-
cury runs along the tube and makes contact with both electrodes.
When this happens a short circuit is formed and sufficient heat
is generated to volatilize some of the mercury. When the tube
is returned to its original position, the mercury vapor bridges
the gap betv/een the electrodes, forming the arc and giving rise
to intense illumination. The arc is then maintained automatical-
ly until the current is switched off.
The spectrum of the mercury vapor arc is very rich in
ultra-violet rays, particularly those of short wave length. It
is, however, markedly discontinuous. Some long iis.ves are pre-
sent but there is a predominance of short wave lengths, parti-
0
cularly in the region of 1350 A, the region of the greatest bac-
tericidal effect. The spectrum shows practically no heat rays
and to compensate for this deficiency an infra-red or radiant
heat lamp is often used in conjunction v/ith the mercury vapor
lamp
.
I’lLTERS
We also find that filters play a significant part in
the progress and development of ac tin o therapy
. Finsen was the
first to pay attention to elimination of heat waves by using a
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filter of cold water. The filtering of light from the mercury-
quartz arc was first considered by Kromayer. He used water
colored v/ith methylene blue, so that the shorter waves were
absorbed and the strong penetrating light transmitted. This
filtration was not clear and he continued his work by using a
violet-blue glass window. This violet-blue glass filtered the
radiations with wave lengths less than 280 m and he found
that the yellow and green lines of the mercury-arc spectrum
were also absorbed. Then placing this glass between the quartz
burner and the outside quartz window, it afforded an e.bsolutely
blue light which could be applied in lupus for hours. This
uviol-glass which is 1 mm. thick, filters the radiation from a
mercury quartz light so that no waves shorter tha.n 289 m jU are
transmitted. The orjtical center of the mercury arc spectrum
coming through such a filter is 315 m i.. . This light is very
useful in the treatment of granulated wounds, because the ultra-
violet waves that act as destroyers to cells are absent.
ii
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CHAPTER V
BIOLOCIGAL EFPECT OP ULTRA-VIOLET RADIATIOU
Before v/e consider anything else, it appears advisatle and
iLiportant to devote this chapter and the following to the consid-
eration of the biological action of ultra-violet radiation.
Me are taught by the Crothus’ law that only those ra^^s which
are absorbed by living matter are effective in producing chemical
change, and that the greatest absorption occurs with the ultra-
violet rays.
We know that the physiological effect of liglit is mostly
due to the photochemical reaction which results when light is
absorbed.
We find that the majority of the constituents of living
cells are vvithout color, for they do not absorb the visible
rays, but r;iOst of them absorb the ultra-violet rays, thus the
ultra-violet rays have a strong effect upon living cells. 1.
ABSORPTION BY PROTOPLASM
It W3.S found that the constituents of the protoplasm
0
begin to absorb light around the region 3000 A and it has been
1, Bovie, W. T, Physiological Action of . Radiation . Journal
Med. Research. Nov., 1918, XXXIX, 271.
Bovie, W. T. Radiations and Their Effects. 1920, i, 339.
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found that protoplasi.i of delicate organisms is affected v/hen
v/e expose theLi to the ul.tra-viole t rays. This chanje is caused
by the la7>fs of photochemical reaction, 2,
The disturbances of the protoplasm that one may observe
durinj the course of irradiation of livinm organisms varies ac-
cording to the nature of the absorbing protoplasm,
V7e find tha.t by using the Schumann rays (<oGC--215 m
on the r)rotop)lasm, they are a.bsorbed b^^’ the same, but their
action is very destructive to the protoplasm. The very long
rays which are found beyond the infra-red which are used in
the wireless have no biological action. According to Hess, A. F.
certain biologica.1 interference takes place when the red and
yellow rays are combined v/ith the ultra-violet rays but under
these circumstances in order to be able to produce any biological
effect a longer exposure is required than when ultra-violet rays
act all alone . 5
.
Radiations that are transmitted by fluorite glass with
a wave length of 160 m |.i a,re absorbed in the cytroplasm of the
ameba and the part that is irradiated becomes coagulated. It
Y/as also found by Bovie and Hughes that in exposing paramecia
Bovie, 77. T. Simple Q,uartz I'iercury-Vapor Lamp for Biological
and Photochemical Investigations, Joum, Biol.
Chem., 1925, XX, 315.
Hess, A. r. Pra . Soc . Exp. Biol. & Med., 1921, 19, 8.
Hess, A. P. and OutLian, P. Proc . Soc. Exp. Biol. & Med.,
1921, XIX, 31.
•O •
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to fluorite rays, the animal hecame excess ively n. 'tile. 4.
Fi-irther irradiation o^ccording to Boyie and Hughes de-
prived the paramecium of its coordinating powers so it swam
continuously in circles. With this form of radiation, no inter-
ference Yi^ith the rate of cell division was obtained v/ith any
dose less than that causing cytolysis and death.
According to Eovie and Hughes, Q,uartz rays (185 m
0
1850 A a^re slightly absorbed by the cytroplasm and strongly ab-
sorbed by the nucleus. Exposure to this radia^tion ma.y be followed
by inhibition of cell division without any visible effect on
motivity. The inhibition of cell division which regularly
follov/s quartz rays exposure is with small doses succeeded by a
period of accelerated reproduction, so that after a given period,
the irradiate^, organism produced more individuals than the con-
trols.
EEEEGTS OH THE SKIH
One of the most important and most noticeable biological
effects of the ultra-violet radiation is the effect it has on
the skin, for ultra-violet radiation acts primarily on it.
Skin especially absorbs rays of very short «vave length.
4, Eovie, W. T. and Hughes, D. M. The Effects of Q,uarts
ultra-violet Light on the rate of Division
of Paramecium Candatun. Journ., Med.,
Research, 1918, XXXIX. 223, 233.
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0
Thus we find that a.11 raya that are .shorter than 3000 A are
absorbed by a layer of epidermis 0.1 mra. in thickness. The
shorter the wave length the thinner the layer that will entire-
ly absorb it, 2.5 r-irn. of skin a.re opaque to indigo and violet
0
rays. (4358 A)
.
Consequently, because of the absorption of the ultra-
violet rays by the skin and the effect it produces upon it, we
find tha.t certa,in changes ta,ke place:
According to Pacini "there is at first a period of
vasodilata,tion and tha,t is follov^ed by vasoconstriction if
the irradiation is continued." The ssune he proves by "elicit-
ing the adrenal reflex" by stroking the skin, when it will im-
meuiately blanch and then appear reu . If this is rerjeated when
the part is being irradia.ted with the quartz mercury vapor lamp,
at first one finds that the reaction time between the initial
blanching (vasoconstriction) and the ultimate reddening is
' markedly lessened; this is the period of v3.sodilatation
. If
the exposure is continueu, the reddening disappears, and is
again succeeded by blanching (vasoconstriction). 5.
Prom the above statement, we can conclude that vaso-
dilatation is ca.used by short exposure to ultra-violet rays
and vasoconstriction is caused by longer exposure to the rays.
Another change that takes place during irradia,tion of
the skin is the so called erythema (the reddening of the skin).
Journal of Rediol., Sept.--lTov. 1922, Inarch 1923,
Vols. IV an V
5. Pacini.
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This change is one of the most important phenomena that occurs.
It V/3.S also found that this erythema causes rise in the
am.ount of calcium in the "blood and the same decreases as the
erythema fades.
0
Erythema is caused "by an irradiation "between 3130 A and
0
2530 A, but a greater effect is produced on the skin by the rays
0 0
of 2970 A. The. rays of 2970 A give one-third of the total
erythema.. With this, certain chemical changes take place in the
stratum corneum, but the most vital response takes place in the
cell of the basal layer of the Rete mucosum. This layer is con-
tinually forming nev/ cells to replace those v/hich are c, onsta.ntly
being shed from the superficial la,yer of the skin. It is here
also that Keratin is formed and where the deposition of the pig-
ment takes place. Moreover, some substance is formed in this
layer which is absorbed by the capillaries in the under-lying
corium, and which, if the stimulation has been very strong, after
a latent period, causes these capillary vessels z o dilate and
produce the inflama,tory reaction which is kno^jra as actinic ery-
thema
.
FIGMEKTATIOK
Repeated irradiation is accompanied by pigmentation of
the skin, the same being due to the deposition of the pigment
m^elanin as granules around the nuclei of the ba^sal cells of the
epidermis
.
These granules that settle around the nuclei act as
protectors from an overdose of ultra-violet rays and when
Pigmen tSv t i on once takes place there is less danger of excessive
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actinic erythema.
The most vital rays in the production of pigment are be-
0 0
tv/een 2900 A and 3300 A of the solar spectrum. Shorter waves
0
than 3300 A are absorbed by glass and under these c ircumstances
0
pigmentation will be prevented, but rays shorter than 2900 A
give a strong erythema which is not followed by any noticeable
pigmentation.
El’i'EGTS Oh BACTERIA
The bactericidal action of light was first observed and
studied by Downes and Blunt in the year of 1877. They submitted
to irradiation two culture tubes one of the tubes having a round
lea.d-foil in order to prevent the action of light, but not that
of heat. The second tube was left free from anything that would
prevent the action of ligiit and it was found tha.t only in the
former did the organisms grow. 6.
hext to these two investigations we find that Koch during
the year of 1890 demonstrated the bactericidal effect of light
upon tubercle bacilli. This he proved by pla.cing sputum ba,cilli
on the glass slides and exposed the same to the direct action of
sunlight. The bacilli were killed in ten minutes.
Next to Koch we find that in the year of 1917 Browning
and Russ utilized the spectrum of a tungsten arc light through
a quartz spectrograph on a gelatin plate with bacteria. As a
result some bacteria showed grov/th and some did not show any
6. Dov/nes & Blunt, T. F. Researches on the Effects of Light
Bacteria and other Organisms. Proc
. Royal Soc
.
,
London, Dec., 1877, XXVI, 488.
7. Koch Robert-Gongress
. Intern. 1890
7
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growth. According to these investigators, the region that
0
gave the loaximum bactericidal action was between 2960 A and
0
2100 A. They also noticed that wave-lengths little longer than
0
2960 A v/ere lethal after long exposures. 8.
Bacteria absorb ultra-violet because of the large amount
of tyrosin and phenylat:.nin they contain.
The destructive effect on bacteria is apparently due to
coagulation, one view being that ultra-violet radiation kills
living cells and tissues by affecting their protoplasm in such a
v^y that it is made possible for certain salts to combine with
the protein of the protoplasm and form insoluable compounds.
The colloids of the cell, particularly of the nucleus are modi-
fied. He also states "that thcjcause of death of the bacteria
is the heat coagulation which follows sensitization by ultra-
violet radiation. Bayne and jones, wishing to prove for them-
selves the bactericidal action of ultra-violet rays exposed
petri dishes containing agar sov/n with fresh cultures of sta-
IDhylococcus aureus and Bacill’S^us coli to the radiations i rom a,
mercury vapor lamip at a. dista,nce of ten inches. They found that
all the orga^nisms were killed after five seconds exposure. They
repeated the experiments by placing screens of various materials
betv/een the lamp and the organisms, and found that no inhibi-
8. Brov/ning & Russ: "The Bactericidal Action of Ultra-Violet
Rays." Proc. Roy. Soc
.
,
1917, XG . 33 also
Journ. Soc. Ghem. Ind., 1917, 1147 also Ghem.
Abst., 1918, 187.
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tion of growth took place when the rays passed through glass,
only very slight inhibition when they passed through celluloid,
and marked inhibition with gelatin. This shows that glass
0
outs off rays having wave-elngths shorter than 2960 A, Y/hile
celluloid allows some bactericidal rays to pass through, where-
as gelatin is even more permeable to these rays. The agar
plates on which the growth of bacteria had been killed were
o
again inocculated for twenty-four hours at 37 C,, and normal
growth was found, showing that the rays act on the bacteria
themselves, a.nd not on the medium on v/hich they aregrovm.
The following table gives the range of bactericidal
action of ultra-violet light according to different investigations
made by various workers on the subject.
TABLE VIII
Bacteria Investigators Lower Limit
m jU
Upper Limit
m 1.1
B. Coli Goblentz & Fulton 170 365
B, Coli Brovming & Russ 210 280
B. Coli Bernard & Morgan 226 329
Thypoid bacil. Fewcomier 210 280
Staphylococcus Bayne “j ones 186 350
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Ei’iEGTS ON THE BLOOD
It is found that normal blood absorbs all rays having
0
wave lengths less than 4500 A and authorities on the action
of light upon the blood a.gree that exposure to ultra-violet
rays increases the number of red blood corpuscles.
According to Dr. Rollier patients that undergo helio-
therapy have an increase in the amount 'of hemoglobin and that
the number of red. corpuscles is constant. 9.
Ultra--violet rays stimulate the haemopoietic system
and experiments carried on have in one case shown an increase
in the number of erythrocytes ra.nging from 4,300,000 tc 5,725,000
in three weeks. Also the hemoglobin was found to increase from
70 to 90 percent during the same length of time.
It has been found by investigators that sunlight, ultra-
violet rays and heat increase the lymi^hocytes
. Rays that are
0
effective to this respect are shorter than 3000 A. On the other
0
hand, rays that are longer than 3300 A cause leucopenia. 10.
Some other experimenters have noticed that after ir-
radiation an increase in eosinophilic leucocytes has taken
place. These cells having a.n increase from 3 5/9 to 6 percent
in a fortnight, the same being increased relatively to 69 per-
cent. It is also found that the blood platelets increase.
9. Rollier. Heliotherapy, 2d Edition, Lon. & Oxf. Univ. Press,
1927.
10. Blunting Sr Huston: .:rournal Exp. ITed
. ,
1921, AXKIII. 593.
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That the Dlood platelets increase with irradia,tion ’jvas
proved 'oy keej.)in3 an aninial in a dark place and feeding it v/ith
a diet that is deficient in fat soluble vitamin A. After a
period of time it is found that the blood platelets are reduced
but they increase very rapidly to their norna-l condition after
the animal is irradiated with a quartz mercury vapor lamp. 11.
The Drs . Russell have carried on certohn experiments on the
effect of irradiation on the blood, the results of which I am
quoting directly from the authors from their book, "Ultra-violet
Radiation" having as follov/s:
"The lamp used v/as the ’K. B. E.* pattern, and irradia-
tion was carried out at 50 inches from the lamp in a dark room.
At first short doses were given, and these were gradually in-
creased to thirty minutes exposure of the back and front of
the ¥;hole bod^^ daily. The irradiation was continued for tvmety-
three da.ys (three Sundays were exeev)ted)
,
and frequent notes
were made of the pulse, systolic blood pressure, number of
red and 'white cells -per cubic millimeter, a.nd also the per-
cents.ge of the various types of leucocytes. The following
results v/ere obtained:
The pulse rate remained practically unchanged; the sys-
tolic blood pressure tended to drox3 slightly; the hemoglobin
percentage rose proportionally from 70 to 90 percent; and the
Cramer, 7/. Drew A, H., and Eottran, S. C. Brit. Journ.
Expert. Path. 1925, 4, 57; 271.
11.
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red "blood corpuscles also increased from 4,2000,000 to 5,725,000.
The total number of white colls vari.d a little. The first and
last figures being 10,500 end 11,926 per cubic millimete:'- -rp-
snectiyely. By far the most interesting changes were those which
occurred in the relative number of v/hite Gorpuscle3'--i ,e
.
,
the
differential counts. The initial figures were; polymorphs 70 4/9
percent; large mononuclears 5 7/9 percent; sm^l 1 Tronor-’cif a.rs
20 2/9 nercent; eosinophils 3 5/9 percent. The fina.l figures
were; polymorphs 56 2/7 percent; large mononuclears 6 4/7 p^^r-
cent; small mononuclears 31 1/9 percent; eosinophils 6 percent.
The polymorphs decreased progressively, thougti the greatest drop
was early. The total fall v/3.s twenty percent. The large ana small
mononuclears or lymphocytes, on the other honid, showed a, la.rge in-
crease (most marked in small lymphocytes) of 45 percent, and the
eosinophils increased 69 percent." 12.
I’rom the above statements v/e C3.n draw the following con-
clusions ;
That by irradiation of blood;
1. Red and white corpuscles increa^se,
2. Hemoglobin increases,
3. A diminution in the polymorphonuclear leucocytes
takes place.
4. An increase in the lymphocytes takes place.
5. An increase in the eosinophilic cells takes place.
The same being very not ice? b]*^'
,
1
.
2
. •^rs. Thissell Ultra-Violet Radiation. 1927, r. 194, London.
? • 5 < <
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E^J^’ECTS OK IIETABOLISM
Ultra-violet radiation influences metaBolisni. Hyper-
^lycaeiiiia is reduced, fat metabolism is regulated, obesity
is counteracted and excessive tliinness a-lso remedied. The
action of ultra-violet radiation also produced muscular develop
ment. Y7e find that the mineral metabolism is also influenced,
pa.rticularly the.t of the calcium and phosphorus metabolism
and that of iodine and iron.
EFFECTS OK GLAIvDS
Ultra-violet radiation is found to stimulate certain
of the endocrine glands, especially the thyroid and the sexual
glands and for this re'ason ac tinotherapy is of profound value
in hypothyroidism, impotence and sterility.
EFFECTS OK THE EYE
0 0
Light ranging from 3800 A to 2950 A is absorbed by the
lens of the eye and causes the eye to fluoresce. This acts
as protection to the retina.
If an eye is irradia-ted the retina loses chromatin in
the ganglionic cells, and in the protoplasm of the cells the
vacuoles develop. The nuclei of the ganglionic cells are large
These cells sssmmamam* lii* vacuolaV.and also possess a very dis-
A
tinct nucleolus.
The cornea absorb radia,tions that are shorter than
0
2950 A. The radiation of the above stated wave length is also
absorbed by the conjunctiva and in this wave length ultra-
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violet li 2:ht is very active 'biolosicsilly the so^ie resulting in
conjunctivitis--cloudines3 of the cornea with d.esqua,mation of
the ei^itheliuL:, together with iritis. 13.
Yet while the ultra-violet rays my produce pathological
changes in the conjunctiva, the cornea a.nd the lens, it is found
that such changes v/ill not appea.r in the aqueous or vitreous
humors for these meuia do not receive any ultra.-violet radiation
that they are a,hie to a.hsorh.
EPBEGTS ON TEE I'ERVES
The action of ultra.-viole t rays on the superficial intere-
pithelial nerve fibrils relieves pruritus and allays pain. Deep
pain is relieved by the ra^ys producing a counter irritant effect
and this method is often used with. success in intractable forms
of neuritis. The painless action of ultra-violet rays is fre-
quently employed, in cases of herpes zoster, where actinic radia-
tion generally affords relief.
Excessive nervous excitability is lessened by irradiation,
so that n' u-yasthenia and chorea generally give a favorable re-
sponse. Y/ithin all probability the ultra-violet rays act on
the sympathetic nervous systeni, and. cause a temporary paresis
of the nerve endings in the skin and this possibility accounts
for the lowering of blood pressure which follows irradiation
in cases of hyperpiesis. 14.
13, Verholff, 1. H. ’’The Pathological Effects of Ra.diant Energy
on the Eye." Proc . Anier, Acad. Art & Sci. 1926, 11, 627.
13. Spiro, Isidore. Ultra-violet Radiation in the Treatment of
certain Eye Gases, The British Journ. of Actinotherapy, July
1 QS *7 •
14. Luckiesh & Pacini, Li^t and Health, 1926, \miiam Sc Wilkins
Go. Chapter on Light and Nerves.

CHAPTER VI
BIOLOGICAL EPITIGTS OP ULTRA.-VIOIIET RADIATIOH OE PLAITT Lli^l
Drs . Russell carriea on a number of experiments to show
the effect of ultra.-violet radiation on plant life, some of
v/hich I am quoting:
"I. Cress seeds v/ere sovm in four smiall jars covered
with muslin, kept moist v/ith v^ater and a,t a fairly warm tempera-
0
ture (about 60 P, average)
.
Po. 1. Was grov/n in total darkness.
po. 2. ’Was grown in darkness, but exposed daily to
radiation from a mercury vapor lamp at 3. dis-
tance of 24 in. for thirty minutes.
Po.*3. Was grovvTi in darkness, but was exposed in the
same way as Po. 2, for sixty minutes dail^^.
Po. 4. Was grown in daylight." The results were as
follov/s
:
"Po. 1. showed typical etiolated growth. The seedlings
were very t 3.ll and delicate and showed no sign
of chlorophyll formation.
iI
A
a
d.I
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Fo. 2. The seedlings were very short and shrivelled-
looking. Some of the seeds did not germinate.
There was a slight sign of chlorophyll formation
ITo. 3.
>
Several of the seeds did not germinate. Grov/th
was very short and the plants looked burnt-up.
Chlorophyll v/as present in the smll v/izened
leaflets .
"
1^0. 4. "Showed normal sturdy growth, with abundant
chlorophyll. This shov/s that unfiltered radia-
tion from a mercury vapor lamp is inimical to
plant grov/th, but aids chlorophyll formation.
II ’^Musts.rd seeds •.vere sovm as above in seven ja.rs covered
'With muslin and provided with warmth and moisture
.
F 0 . 5 . was in total darkness.
Fo. 6. was exposed for* five minutes daily to ultra-
violet radia,tion, and then grown in darkness.
Fo. 7. was exposed ten minutes daily, and then grown
in darkness.
00o was exposed fifteen minutes ds^ily, and then
grown in darkness.
F 0 . 9 . was exx)Osed twenty minutes dail}^, and then
grown in darkness.
Fo. 10 v/as grov/n in daylight.
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.
11. was grown in daylight, and exposed for five minutes
daily to ultra-violet radia^tion from mercury va,por
lamp." The results are as follov/s;
"I'To. 5. Seedlings shov^ed e tiolation--no chlorophyll forma-
tion.
Fo 6. Inhibition of grov/th, slight chlorophyll forimtion.
Fo 7. Greater inhibition of grovvth—some chlorophyll
formation
.
Fo 8. Greater inhibition of growth--some chlorophyll
formation.
Fo
,
9 Some wizened appearance of seedlings as before,
some chlorophyll present.
Fo. 10 Formal healthy growth--normal amount of chloro-
phyll present.
Fo. 11 Same inhibition of growth as in seedlings, 6, 7,
8 and 9 grown in darkness- -normal amount of
chlorophyll present." 1.
From the above experiments we can safely draw the following
conclusions
:
1
.
Short exposures to ultra-violet rays by using an un-
screeneu mercury vapor lamp is injurious to the growth of the
plant
,
1. Russell's, Ultra-violet Radiation, Eds. Livingstone, Edin-
burgh, England, 1927. Pg. 172--174.
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2,
That exposure to ultra-violet rays in small equal doses
assists the forn:ation of chloroiDhyll
.
GERi;.INATION AhD EARI.Y GROV/TH OF PLAKTS
In the "Chemical Action of Ultra-Violet Rays" hy Ellis and
Wells, the follov/ing summary is given of v^ork done hy Prof. H. W.
Popp at the Pennsylvania State College and at the Boyce Thompson
Institute for Plant Research.
"1. Exposure of dry seeds to the full ultra-violet of a
quartz mercury vapor arc have little or no effect on later germi-
nation and grovth, even after 188 hours of exposure. This may be
due to inability of the short rays to penetrate the dry seed coats
2. Exposure of less than two hours duration on soaked
seeds that have not yet begun to sprout do not have a marked ef-
fect on germination. Probably, here again there is not enough
penetration of the short rays in so short a time to cause any
permanent injury,
3.
Longer exposures to the open arc decrease the rate
and the amount of germination, inhibit growth and development,
and finally cause death of the plants. The wave lengths below
300 m u are more effective in this respect than are those above
0
300 m u, (3000 A}
.
4. In general, cotyledons of seeds exposed to ultra-
violet seem to ha,ve difficulty in emerging from the seed coats,
but if they get through, they are not seriously injured b^^- the
short rays until after long exposures (120 hours).
5. Chlorophyll appears in the cotyledons of seedlings
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ra,ised under the open aro a,bout as rapidly as it does in ordin-
ary light, but never reaches the intensity it does in daylight,6.
Ultra-violet ra-diation does not seem to be necessary
for the development of the reddish-purple pigment on the under
side of the cotyledons of mustard. Under Ueviol glass, which
screens^off all ultra-violet, and in the dark, this pigment
always appeared. It reaches its deepest intensity uniformly in
the greenhouse plants where comparatively little ultra-violet
was present.
7. Geranium pla.nts exposed to the open arc for six
hours, after being in the dark tv/enty-four hours sho'wed no dif-
ference in appearance at the end of the sixth hour, v/hile in or-
dinary light starch can be located in these leaves in an hour
or less,
8. In no case were new leaves formed in mustard under
ultra-violet ra^ys, Uev^r lea,ves were found in sunflower, Canada
field peas, oats, and corn, but these leaves were all killed in
a day or t'wo after they were formeu,
9. A few plants v/ere able to grow under the open arc
in all of the series, but in no case v/as there any further develop-
ment than v/ould result from the food stored in the seeds.
10.
Seedlings that do not survive the open arc will live
longer under its rays than those grov/n in the dark at the same
time. Since there is apparently very little food synthesis, this
ma.y be due to a reta.rding of enzyme action or other germination
processes. If these seedlings, after being exposed for six to
eight hours a day for ten ot fifteen days, are removed to the

£ireenhouse
,
they iimiiediutely start to develop norriiilly, hut ex-
posed seeds that have not germinated under ultra-violet rays can-
not he made to germinate later.
11. Seedlings grovm in daylight in the ahsence of
ultra-violet or in complete darkness and then exposed to the open
arc, are killed ^fter six to twenty hours exiDOsure, Similarly,
the leaves of mture x^l^-nts of geranium and coleus 7/ith six hours
exposure to the open arc will have a burnt appearance the next
day and fall off. In the seedlings the young leaves are most
susceptible to injury and next the stems.
Apparently, those grovm under the arc from the start
are able to adopt themselves to it to a certain extent. Finally,
of course, they too are killed.
12. ^len all ultra-violet was screened off, mustard
seeds in visible light gave as high a rate and amount of germina-
tion as they did in complete darkness. This same effect wa.s pro-
duced, however, when the seed-s were exposed to a,ll the rays be-
tween 6CC and 300 eui. If the ultra-violet between v/ave-lenuths
/
dCO end 3C0 m u was the only radiation falling on the seeds, a
somev/hat lov/er late and final amount of germination was observed.
Apparently, the inimical effects of the region between 400 and
300 m are overcome when visible light is falling on the plants
at the same time.
13.
Fo striking difference in growth and development
of seedlings of mustard wa.s observed 'when all ultra-violet was
screened off as compared v/ith seedlings gro\\T^ under the rays

If however, the rGj,icn bctvv'een. 400between 600 and 000 in
and 500 m jx v/as the only one to -which the oeedlinvs were exposed,
a distinct retarding of grov/th and development occured,
14. Bacteria and gener^^l danyino-off fungi do not
develop in the rays of the open src, but will if the region below
300 in u is screened off." 2.
Many other invp^stigators ha,ve performed other experi-
ments on plant life but the most critical ones are those of
Prof. Popp (1926). Besides the above mentioned results, Prof.
Popp, Y/anting to determine the effect of light of known wave-
lengths and intensity on the rate of growth of different plants
used potted plants grown in a series of specially built green-
houses equipped v/ith glass of knovm transmission in the red, green^
blue, violet or ultra-violet. By means of suitable shades, in-
tensity of illumination we.s a,lso adjusted so as to be nearly
equal in all the houses. Popp found that modifications in ex-
terns.l and internal features were found in plants grown entirely
in either red or blue light and concluded that one of the impor-
tant effects of blue light was to antagonize the more harmful
effects of the rcu , The ultra-violet rays that reached the
plants through the house roofed with ordina.ry glass was
0
mainly in the region of 3,400--4,000 A and in this respect the
plants v/ere exposed to conditions very different from those of
Xijrevious v/orkers (Demousky (1909), Kluyver (1911), Ursprung and
Bluiii (1917), Stoklasa (1911) and various others) using artificial
2, Ellis and Tfells, "Chemical Action of Ultra-violet Rays",
The Chemical Catalogue, 1925. P. 285—287.
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illumination. Accord-in;; to Prof. Pop^D the ultra-violet li^t
v/as. not Gijnificant in deteriiiining; the "behavior of his plants,
hut was certainly not haraiful, as had been concluded by Sehanz
workini3 on simdlar lines but with no precautions as to adjust-
ment of li£;ht intensity.
Previous v/ork was thus combined to ^ive the impression
that ultra-violet light is harmful to plant life or unessential.
This opinion was frecuently expressed on the basis that ultra-
violet light is cut off by window glass and partly on the fact
that plants from sunny and hot clime.tes can survive in cold
climates under green house conditions. Eut we learned in
Chapter III that the actual absorption of ultra-violet light
is dependent on the composition and thickness of the glass. Ac-
cording to the data that I gathered from the "Vita" glass mnu-
facturers of England, clear window glass examined by them- trans-
0
mitts no radiation of wave length less tha.n 5,200 A.
They the following data:
TABLE X
0
A Percentage Transm.ission
5200 0
5400 40
5600 80
4000 85
"Clear window lass"
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But Dr. GoMentz of the Araerican Bureau of Standards
^ives the following figures:
TABLE XI
A PERGEBTACtE TRABSlIISSIOh
3200 0
3400 60
3600 85
4000 88-
"Ordinary greenhouse glass"
Putting together Gohlentz' s data a.nd the "Vita'*
glass manufacturers l!ess\^rs, Gha.nce Brothers from England, v;e
have the follov^ring comparisons:
TABLE XII
3200
3400
3600
Percentage : Transmission
Ghance Brothers Gohlentz
"Clear windov/ glass" "Ordinary v/indow glass"
0 10
40 60
80 85
85 884000
V N
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Fence, v/e see that r-ays that are transmitted by ordinary
0
glass are iria.inly of
^
3,400--4,000 A, i. e., in the “near" ultra
violet
.
Therefore, it is possible tha.t these may be the ra^-^s that
are active biologically on plants. On the other hand, it may be
0
that many kinds of greenhouses transmiit down to 3,200 A. Al-
though this is a small percentage that is transmitted it miay be
of great significance to the plant.
PHOTOTROPISM
Phototropism is another phase of the action of light
upon the grov/th of plants,
Davenport in liis book on "Experimental I'orphology" in
discussing this subject and its relation to li^t says:
"It is clear that phototropic curvature as seen in seed-
lings, or the hydroid, is the result of unequal grov/th upon the
two sides of the cylindrical organ; and, indeed, that the posi-
tive phototropism is due to a relative diminution of growth on
the side next to the source of light, and the negative photo-
tropism to a relative increase of grov/th on that side. Experi-
ments have shov/n that in positive phototropism, grov/th is ex-
cessively rapid upon the convex side of the organ, and excessive
ly slow on the concave side. These results are reasonably at-
tributed to an increased turgescence on the one side and a de-
creased turgescence on the other." 3.
Bovie in discussing the cause of bending of the plant
towards light states the following:
3. Davenport, C. B., Experimental Morphology, MacMillan 8c Co.
1908. P. 444— 445.
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"If one sha.des various parts of a young oat seedling
by smll cylinders of tinfoil (which should be supported in
such a manner as not to touch the plant) one can demonstrate
that it is only the very tip of the young seedling which is
sensitive. The bending alv/ays occurs a short distance below
the tip, ^Je must conclude, therefore, that the effect of the
light stimulus is transferred in some manner froni the light
sensitive tip to the part which bends, for the region in which
the bending occurs is insensitive to the light."
"Since the plant does not possess nerves for the con-
duction of stimuli, many investigations have been conducted in
an attempt to discover the mechanism by which the effect on the
light is transferred from the tip to the region which bends.
It has been quite conclusively demonstrated that a photochemical
product which is water soluble is responsible for the bending."
"It has been shown that the propagation of the stimulus
can continue even across a cut surface which separates the
region of bending. This may be demons tra.ted if one removes
the tip of an oat seedling by a tre.nsverse cut and sticks it
on exactly in the original position with ten percent gelatin.
If the tip which has been thus amputated 8.nd reset is illuminat-
ed on the side, while the remainder of the seedling is kept
dark, the non-illuminated part of the seedling Yfill bend after
some time toward the source of light. Therefore, a continuity
of uninjured cells is not necessary for the conduction of the
phototropic stimulus; such conduction can take place even through
gelatin across a section of destroyed cells. This fact makes
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it appes.r probable that the conduction of the stimulus is ef-
fected by diffusion of substances soluble in v/ater even in the
uninjureu. plant.”
"The extreme sensitiveness of plants to light justi-
fies the belief tha,t only a very siiHll amount of photochemica.l
product is required to initiate the physiological processes
v/hich result in the phototropic response.”
"We do not know whether it is the photochemical pro-
duct itself 'Which diffuses from the stimulated to the bending
region or whether the photoproduct initiates a chain of chemical
changes so that there is a sort of phi'-siological amplification
of the stimulus. At any rate, a sequence of physiological
events occur throug^i which a modification of plant structure
is brought about . ” 4
.
Hence, from the forgoing we can see that light has a
profound influence on the rate of growth and through the action
of light an increase of the total amount of substance is cbaking
place and also a modification of substance into structual ele-
ments is talking pla.ce.
These modifications have been under investigation by a
number of botanists. Sachs, after a long investigation on this
subject over a. period of thirty yea.rs, concluded that a. definite
forma-tion of material is demanded for the building of the dif-
ferent organs of the plant,
4, Bovie, W. T., "Radiation and Their Effects” Oxford Med.,
1920, I, 339.
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He also concluded that this definite formation of material for
flov/ers is taking pla,ce in the leaves of the plant through the
action of sunlight. This eminent botanist, as a result of his
investigation, came to a more critical conclusion, that this
formation of ma-terial is not smilar to the photosjmthesis of
carbohydrates in the leaves and that ultra-violet ra,ys are abso-
lutely necessary for its formation a.nd that ultra.-violet rays
have a profound influence upon the growth and development of
plants
,
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PART THREE
SOLAR AKD ULTRA-VIOLET LIGHT III RELATION
TO THE SKELETON

CHAPTER VII
DEVELOPLiEHT A1\D GROWTH OF HORLG^L SIOiiLETAL STRUCTURE
Relatively speaking bone in all cases develops late in
the embryonic life, that is after vce.riY of the different organs
are formea such as the muscles, the nerves, the vessels, etc.
The skeleton at that time consists of hyaline cartilages, the
same in later life being replaced by the real bone that is
formed in the adult.
THE HUIIAH SI^LETOH MB ITS HATURE
Wiile the skeleton in certain lower forms of life
serves mainly for protection, in some higher forms of life it
becomes important as an organ of support, as for instance, in
the crustaceans, and as an external skeleton, it constricts
greatly the range and skill of movement, Yet the internal
skeleton, as found in man, is a Living Mechanism that can adapt
itself to the changing needs of the individual. So v^e can see
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that the skeleton of man, instead of being a lifeless thing
like the shell of a crustacean, is a mechanism capable of
change, and hence it is of great interest. 1.
Tim Hirt'IA?! SKSLETOf!’ AKD ITS OPJC-IIT
The framework of the skeleton arises from the mesoderm
in cart j.laginous form^, excepting the bones of the face and those
of the skull, which arise from tv;o layers of fibrous membrane.
This double origin of bone divides the same into tv/o classifica-
tions as regards origin:
1, Intramembranous bone.
2 . Endochondral bone
.
From these two forms the development of bone occurs.
BOI'fE FOmiATIOF
Even before birth the precursors of bone begin to under-
go a change into real bone vhich is called ossification. In
ossification of intramembranous type there is noted a begin-
ning deposition of limie salts— such as calcium phosphate,
calcium carbonate, calcium fluoride, magnesium phosphate,
sodium oxide and sodium chloride--at several points in the
fibers of the tissue that is to become bone. Between these
ossified fibers, bone forming cells called osteoblasts
begin the construction of bone. These osteobla.sts
,
like
1, V/alter, H. E. The Human Skeleton, The MacHillan Co.,
Hew York, 1918
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mster architect'^, using materials that were formed within
their ov/n body, deposit the oalcium and phosphorous to make
the spaces in v/hich they live. V/e can. see then that all Done
is built up by a great number of microscopic builders who live
for life ti-.ie in the temple of their ov/n erection and stand
ready to tear dovm 3.nd rebuild as often as it is found necessa-ry.
These bone builders are prompted in their work by the material
received by them in the circulating blood sent to them by the
various glands of internal secretion v/hose interest lies in
bone building.
Occasionally an osteoblast becomes caught in a lacuna
of the forming bone and remains there as a bone cell. Thus,
in this type of bone, spaces are formed which are filled v/ith
blood vessels and r/jarrov/. The . last stage in intramembranous
ossification shows the bones of the skull built with hard and
strong outer and inner plates of bone, called tables betv/een
v/hich is a soft spongy type of bone tissue called diploe.
In considering the second type of ossification; namely,
that of endochondral bone, hyaline cartilage is a.n early stage,
existing in the shape of the bone to be transformed. The ossi-
fication of endochondral bone is a similar process to that of
the intramembranous type. The only difference in the endoch-
ondral ossification is that the cartilage must first be destroy-
ed. In most bones of this type ossification with destruction
of cartilage and laying dov/n of bone begins in the central por-
tion of the bone--diaphysi3--at a site which is called the
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center of ossificat ion^from here the process radiates toward
the periphery. Usually other centers deYelop. and several my
appear in the extremities— epiphyses--Qf a hone, thus ossifica-
tion works from the center of the hone toward the ends and from
the ends toward the center. The two processes do not meet until
ea^rly adult life, and all during the grov/ing period there remains
a strip of cartilage between the epiphyses and the ma.in portion
of the hone or diaphysis. The periosteum which covers the hone
assists greatly in sending hlood vessels from its under surface
into the hone. This progressive developiment gives a structure
in vdiich the following are observed: we find that the hone is
covered v^rith periosteum externally; we find that compact or hard
hone is seen in the shafts of long hones; moreover, that spongy
or soft hone is seen in the extremities of long hones 3.nd in ir-
regular hones; we also observe a cavity v/ithin the hone, that is
knovm a s the medullary ca.vity. Within the cavity there is marrow
which is red in the infant, and red and yellow in the adult. The
red ms^rrow is blood-forming tissue and contains myelocytes,
nucleates, and non-nucleated red blood-cells, leukocytes and
myeloplaxes. This red marrow starts to change into yellow ma.r-
row in the fourth year of life, and at fourteen the proportion
in the child of red and yellow mrrov/ is the same as in the adult;
furthermore, we see that in the long hones an endosteum lines
the marro\7 cavity and that the compact hone is arranged in bony
units cal leu Haversian system-s.
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GROV/TH OR BOKE
Bone fomed By cartilage grov/s in diameter and in
length. Growth in diameter proceeds By deposition of Bone
Beneath the periosteum By the action of osteoBlasts and the
eating away of Bone in the i:B,rro\7 cavity By the action of
osteoclasts. 2, This action of osteoclasts results in an
increase in size and strength of the part without greatly in-
creasing its weight.
One of the curious proBlems v/hich the Bone-Builders
have to meet is the constant growing of the Bones. The thigh
Bone, for exa,mple, Begins as a tiny structure with which the
Bone-Builders laBor for many years, constantly altering and
enlarging it while most of the time the thigh is in motion and
doing work, Y/hether the .Bones are worldng at full speed, as
during the day, or are quiet and at rest, as during the night,
the Bone-Builders must ca.rry on their remarkaBle engineering
fea-ts. It is evident that under these difficult conditions
that ha^rmony must Be maintained with the fellow-workmen who
are employed in the Building of muscles, nerves, arteries.
Reldman, Y7. T., Prenatal and Postnatal Child Physiology,
Longmans, Green 2c Company, Hev; York 1920,
PP. 342--347.
o^
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veins and rrany additional structures. In an aniinal under
na^tural circumstances, the energy of the environment is well
proportioned to invoke the necessary responses in the various
cells of the hody. There is amx)le heat to supply the vital
v;armth, sufficient light to illuminate the v^ay, and adequate
ultra-violet to stimulate the internal glandular system so as
to dispatch the proper messages to the individual cells, \7hen
the environmental "balance of radiations is interfered v/ith, the
desired harmony of internal relations is upset.
Also growth in length occurs at the epiphyseal cartilage.
There is observed to occur a proliferation of the epiq)hyseal
cartilage with a subsequent ossification of portions of the new
tissue, the result being a linear extension. After the period
of growth is past the shaft and ends of the bones become firmly
united and hence after ossification of the epiphyseal cartilage
there can not occur growth in length.
The grov/th in size of the skull to give room for the
development of the brain is a.ccornplished by the c ombined a- ction
of the osteoblo.sts and osteoclasts.
As we find atrophy in the muscles v/hen they are not used,
so we find s^trophy of bones v/hen they are not utilized. If dis-
use prevails during the period of adolescence, the bones of the
non-useu parts ma.y not grov/ normally and may even cease to grow
before the time for the norms.l gro;vth period to end. 3.
3, Allison, f
. ,
and Brooks, B. Bone Atrophy, Archives of
5 rgery, Jlfovember, 1922, P. 499.
X
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Injury in a child may result in separation of the epiphysis
from the diaphysis and unless appropriately treated grov^th in
length may he seriously impaireu. Speaking of hone injury, I
may say ths^t bones may he injured hy other than mechanical forces.
In cretinism, for insts^nce, the hones shov/ a lack of proper devel-
opment , This is due to a deficiency in secretion of the thyroid
gland. Many common skeletal deformities a.re the result of rickets
in the young child. This condition, which we will take up in
a later chapter, causes how-le\^s, head and chest ma.lforma,tions
.
Rickets may he prevented hy proper living, in which ‘sunlight or
artificial light is a very important factor. The condition may
he cured hy systematic exposure to Ultra-Violet light, or hy the
administration of cod-liver oil. The element lacking in the
nourishment of hone when this condition develops is Vitamin D.
Speaking in a genera.! sense, the development of hone
results in a structure composed of compact and spongy material
covered with periosteum and containing a cavity filled with
marrow a,nd linedLwith endosteum. Yet it should he noted that a
wide variation exists in the degree of ossific3.tion in different
hones. We find that in some hones ossification begins in the
fetus, hut in most it is not complete until the tv/enty-fifty
yes.r in life. 4,
Baldwin, E. Physical Growth of Children from Birth to
Fativity, University of Iowa Studies, 1921,
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CHAPTER VIII
ULTiiA-VIOLET IH RELATION TO VITAJIIE D
Of the five viiCLYviins now recognized those most needed to
be super-added in the form of special adjuvants to the ordinary
modern diet are Vitamin A, Vitamin B and Vitamiin B, as it happen
frequently that "natural” foodstuffs are deficient in them.
Vitamin C and E are av3ila,ble in ample quantities in such arti-
cles of diet as ora^nges and lemons, meat and milk, and also
in pears
.
VITAI'IIN A
Vitamin A, the growth-promoting vitamin, serves a twofold
purpose in the body; it promotes and is essential to proper
growth, and it helps to maintain the body’s resistance against
infection. Consequently, a lack of it leads, in the young, to
cessation of growth, and in both ^^oung a.nd adults, to inflamma-
tion of the respiratory^ tract, to keratonoalacia, and, eventually
to death it3elf--generally from pneumonia. A definite relation-
ship exists, also betv/een vitamin A and the anaemias, both
aplastic and erythroblastic. Indeed, the anaemias are now
generally recognized as genuine deficiency diseases in which
ma.terial for the construction of the stroma of the red blood
cells is lacking; and it has been found that blood regenera-
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tion cannot take place without the presence of adeouate supplies
of vitamin A. It has been found, further, tha.t an addition of
vitamin A to the diet of animals depleted in their vitamin A
reserve results in the rapid formo.tion of nev/ blood cells,
VITAlCIk B
Ample quantities of Vitamin B, the antineuritic and appe-
tite--provo]k;ing vitamin, were formerly available in cereals,
but by the modern methods of milling for the production of
white flour this vitamin is eliminated, thus, modern cereal
foods are deficient in Vitamin B. This deficiency, unless re-
medied, results in loss of appetite, which leads to gastro-in-
testinal troubles, such as constipation. Further, the lack of
Vitamin B is also the direct cause of polyneuritis and of de-
fective iron metabolism.
VITAI^IB D
Vitamin D is the antirachitic vitamin produced by sunshine,
a.nd without a due proportion of it, correct calcium and phos-
phorous metabolism is imipossible, however rich in these ele-
ments the da.ily diet may be. Consequently, as Vitamin D is
not widely distributed in nature the clinical picture of
rickets may develop. In adults, the development of osteo-
malacia is also probably attributable to a lack of Vitamin D.
According to the Report of the ICedical Research Council
1925--1926, reference is made to the fact made knorm by pre-
vious research that a deficiency of vita.min D in the diet dur-
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ing the period of dentition leads to imperfect development of
jaws and teeth of a.nimals, and causes interfe ranee with the
forma-tion of the enamel coating of the teeth. Further investi-
gation has shown that an adequate calcifying diet can largely
remedy this fault 7/hen already formed, and that the amount of
new caries can he greatly diminished hy the addition of Vitamin
D.
The world’s supply of Vita,min D depends upon the action
of the sun’s rays. In human beings this natural method of pro-
ducing Vitamin D is ma.de possible by the presence in the skin
of minute traces of ergosterol. The ultra-violet ro-ys of the
sun convert this ergosterol into Vitamin D. The supply of
Vitamin D depends therefore, upon two factors:
1, The presence of ergosterol in the skin.
2. Sunshine.
The other sources of Vita-min D--in addition to the di-
rect action of the sun’s rays upon the skin--are cod liver oil,
and ultra-violet light treatment.
After this brief surveying of the different kinds of
vitamins, their action upon the body, and the results in case
of deficiency we v/ill, at the present time divert our attention
to the relation of light to vitamins with particular attention
to Vitamin D.
fiELATIQh OF LIGHT TO VITAllIhS
Spinka in studying the effect of ultra-violet rays on
various forms of vitamins has dra^'/n the following conclusions:
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1, He reports that in the a.hsence of air, butter irradi-
ated by the ultra-violet rays of a mercury lamp does not lose
its Vitamin A activity.
2, He also reports that in the absence of air, toxic
substances are produced in butter during the irradiation and
that the same causes an early death of the animals in whose diet
it is incorporated,
3, Further, he discovered that Vitamin D in neutral or
weakly acid solutions is not destroyed by ultra-violet light,
4, That Vitamin G in fresh lemon juice is not destroyed
in absence of air, and even in the presence of air. Destruc-
tion takes place only when the acidity of the solution is
reduced,
5, He also concluded that Vitamin D is extraordinarily
resistent to ultra-violet irradiation, 1 ,
GHEMIC.AL GHARA.CTER OF VITAIi^IH D
SRG03TEH0L
Investigations made upon the conversion of ergosterol by
the action of ultra^-violet light into powerfully antirachitic
A
substance shows that the limiting prophylactic and curative
daily dose for a rat falls in the surprisingly low region of
1/10,000 to 1/20,000 mg. Endeavors were made to find the con-
dition for the maximum production of Vitamin D by irradiating
ergosterol at 20 cm. with a mercury vapor lamp. The maximum
antirachitic potency '.ve.s obtained after irradiating for a
1 , Spinkai Tne Action of Ultia—Violet Rays on Accessory
Substances. (Chem. Listy.) 1923, 17, 217-23 257-65309-20. ,^1^0
1
.
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period somewhere he tween 10 and 30 minutes and the potency
remained constant under further irradiations up to four hours.
During irradiation the a,mount of unchanged ergosterol present
progressively decreases, being 90.^ of that originally present
after 30 minutes, and 10.^ after four hours. The antirachitic
activity of the reaction products, therefore, does not decrea-se
pari passu with the disa^ppearance of ergosterol, hut remains
constant. These animal tests form a striking contradiction to
the theoretical conclusions reacheu as a result of spectroscopic
observations only by Heilbron and his co-workers. They had
shown that as the change from ergosterol to Vitamin D proceeds
under the influence of ultra.-viole t liglit, the characteristic
absorption bands of ergosterol in the neighborhood of 320C--
0
2600 A steadily diminish and a new ba.nd having its maximum
o
in the region of 2470 A gradually appears. This has been as-
sumed to be characteristic for Vita^min D and from their
measurements they concluded that an^^^thing approaching a satis-
fa.ctory yield in the reaction recyaires prolonged irradiation,
and that the mercury vapor la.rap is unsuitable for this parti-
cular photo-chemical reaction. Animal experiments ,r.h0v;-ever,
show that the maximum potency is reached after a comparatively
short irradiation, while no higher activity, as measured by
direct animal experiment, is obtaine^. by the use of any source
of light. The danger of drawing conclusions rega.rding a bio-
chemical problem from purely ph 3’’sical observations is empha-
sized.
A possible expla.nation of the unexpected result revealed
by biological test is that th© ref^otion io « complex one v/hich
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does not stop a.t the formation of Vitamin D, but ^oes on to.
its destPLict ion, and that when the maximum point has been
reached, and- is bein
.3 maintained the formation and destruction
are proceedin:^ at eouaJ. rates. On the other hand, tho possi-
bility is not entirely excluded and that the effect may be due
to a still further Impurity of the er^osterol, although all
efforts to find such an impurity have so far been unsuccessful.
The question of the activation of ergosterol in the skin
by surlLight was also investigated. The absorption spectrum of
0 0
ergosterol begins at 3200 A and is strongest at 2800 A, and it
would be expected that light of this wave length would be parti-
cularly effective in x^roducing Vitamiin D, On the other hand,
sunlight reaching the earth is free from radiation of shorter
0
v/ave length tha.n 2960 A, and has as antirachitic action when
acting on the skin. As regards the question of ’whether the
cholesterol of the skin contains ergosterol as an impurity,
no difficulty was found, working with fat obtained from, x^ig’
s
skin, in demonstrating a substance possessing the same optical
Xoroperties as ergosterol. These facts offer an obvious ex-
planation of the well knovmi fact of the action of sunlight in
rickets
.
Many criticisms have been passed on the Vvork of Dr.
Heilbron and his collaborators, but Dr. Heilbron in rep)lying
to these criticisms in "Nature", contends that, instead of con-
tradicting thei
,
the biological experiments strengtheneu the
conclusions arrived at from the spectroscopic observations. In
vlc\/ of the present ignorance of the chemical cha,nge ’j^ich
tsOces place on the formation of Vitamin D and whatever the
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subsequent fa^te of that substance, the presence of 90'i^ of un-
changed ergosterol after a short period of radiation is hardly
consistent, from a strictly scientific point of viev/, v^rith each
efficient utilization. Their contention regarding the unsuit-
ability^ of the quarts mercury la.mp has been misunderstood. They
contend that as long as the light source contains radiation be-
0
tween 2300--2700 A decomposition of Yita-min must ensue, . They
admit, however, that irradiation behind the vitaglass screens
does not produce the expected increase in vitamin concentration
as estimated by actinometric m^eans, 2,
CHOLESTEROL
Experiments carried on by Heilbron, and Rosenheim on the
aotiiration of cholesterol by ultra-violet radia,tion point out
that the activation of cholesterol is not due to any action on
the cholesterol itself, but on some contaminating substance,
Heilbron and his co-v^rorkers and others have taken it up biolo-
gically.
The spectrum of cholesterol (and many other sterols) shov/s
definite absorption bands in the ultra-violet radiation a.t
0
2650—2760 and 2950 A. On production of Vitamin D in these sub-
stances by irradiation these absorption ba.nds disappear and the
degree of activation is found to correspond very closely with
the original intensity of the absorption bands. Purification
of cholesterol by repeated recrystallization fails to separate
the cholesterol entirely from the actual precursor of Vitamin
D, to which the nanie pro -vitamin is given. Chemical purifica-
tion by the formation of bromine compound, however, completely
2, Rosenheim, 0. 5: Webster, T. A. The Photochem-ical Pro.duction
of Vitamdn D from Ergosterol, The Lancet i
-0£>teiDl and V’italnij <^9th Oct., 1927. P. 617.
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eliminates the pro-vitamin, the resulting cholesterol no longer
showing the cha,rao teristic absorption spectrum, or being capable
ofjci.c tivation by irradiation. These investigations have been
extended to the phytosterols and the same facts were observed.
These observations suggest that the pro-vitaman is destroyed by
bromine and it is further found that it is likewise destroyed by
oxidation and by treatment with blood charcoal. Whether this is
due to oxidation or to absorption has not yet been established.
The character of pro-vitamin then would, appear to be that it is
destroyed by bromine and by oxidation but that it possesses
the x)roperties of a sterol and can be distilled in a high vacuum^
These properties are all possessed by ergosterol, and from the
fact that this substance possesses three unsaturated linkages,
one would expect it to show a greater absorption in the ultra-
violet radiation than cholesterol which has onlj^ one double
bond
.
The expectation was verified and the intensity of the char-
acteristic a,bsorption in the ultra-violet radiation was estimat-
ed to be 1500--2000 times as strong in the case of ergosterol as
in that of brain cholesterol. Ergosterol had previously been
found after irradia.tion to be highly protective even in doses
of 1 milligram when comparing it under identical conditions
v/ith 5 milligram doses of irradiated cholesterol on the same
litter of rats. If the pro-vitamin were ergosterol or a.n unsat-
urated sterol of similar constitution the a^mount present in or-
dinary cholesterol would according to the intensity of the
spectra be of the order of 0.05 percent or 1 in 2000 and irradi-
ated ergosterol should in this 'case possess antirachitic acti-
vity in correspondingly small doses.
These assumptions have been fully confirmed by biological
{i
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tests on rats. A daily dose of 4/1000 mg. of irradiated ergos-
terol cured and prevented rickets in rats kept on rachitic diet.
Tests with still smaller quantities not yet completed indica.te
that the limit of activity will prove to he less than 1/1000 of
a milligram. These results seem to justify the conclusion that
the naturally occuring
.
parent substance of Vitamin D, if not
ergosterol itself^ is a highly unsaturated sterol of similar
constitution. Ergosterol -was originally isolated fromi ergot
and simalar or identical sterols have been obtained from a wide
range of the lower plants, occuring, for example, abundantly in
the fat extracted from certain yeasts. 3.
Thus we C3.n see that many food stuffs themselves defi-
cient in a'"^rachitic properties could be rendered a.ctive by ex-
posure to ultra-violet light (4) and the hypothesis was advanced
that precursor substances that v/ere present in the foods were
photochemically converted by light into physiologically active
vitamin. Step by step the same have been traced from the fatty
constituents of food to the unsaponfiable fractions of the fats
and sterols. Of these sterols, cholesterol is found in the ani-
mal kingdom while in plants we find the phytosterols of which
sitosterol isomeric v/ith cholesterol is widely distributed.
?rith the above stetements that both cholesterol and
phytosterols a.cquire antirachitic properties on irradiation it
became evident that there was some connection between Vitamin
D and the effect of radiant energy upon the skin. 5. Further,
3. Heilbron, Kamm ^ Morton: The Absorption of Spectrum of Chol-
esterol and its Biological Significance with Reference to Vita-
mxin D. Bio-chemical Journ. XXI, 1927, Fo . 1, p. 78. Rosenheim
& ’Vebster: The Relation of Cholesterol to Vitamin D. Ibid. p.
127, and In the Mature of the parent substance of Vitamin D
The La.ncet, 5th Feb., 1927, p. 396.
4, Steenback, R. 8r A. Black, j. Che, Biol., 61, 404, 1927 and
Hess, A and M. We instock, j. Biol. Chem.
,
301
’ 1927.
5. Hess, We instock & Helma.
and Ibid, 64, 181, 193^ ig25_
nn, J. Biol. Cheni., 63, 305, 1925
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that cholesterol is converted, into the Vitamin under the action
of light, this being supported by the fact tha.t the curative
rays as are demonstrated by Hess have Yja.ve lengths about 300 mj;
or shorter, and that these are also the radiations that^requirecL W'
the iihotoac tivation of the inactive sterols. If this is right,
then it follows from the Grotthus Law mentioned in the previous
chapters, that cholesterol should positively exhibit well defin-
ed bands in the ultra-violet.
Heilbron, Torton a.nd Sexton give the follovi^ing results
as an investigation on the chemical character of the Vitamin D.
This investiga,tion was made by them to gain an insight into the
actual groupings of the sterol molecule upon which the photo-
activation depended
.
"In hope of solving these problems, we employed spectro-
scopic evidence and ascerte^ined that selective absorx)tion is
only shown in cholesterol derivatives containing at least two
unsaturated linkages in the molecule. Thus the hydrocarbon
cholesterilene
,
G27 ^44 ^ obtained from cholesterol by loss
of one molecule of water, resembles the provitamin in showing
0
three absorption bands ea,ch shifted approximately 250 A units
towards the rea end of the spectrum, I’rom this it seems prob-
able that two of three unsaturated bands in ergosterol occupy
the same position in the molecule as those in choleste rine . A
quantitative spectrographic study has also been ma.de of the
changes effected in ergosterol, in alcholic solution, on irra-
diation by the qua,rtz mercury vapor lamp.
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We have found the follo;ving rea^ction;
Ergosterol > Vitamin D
is -accompanied by the complete disappearance of the ergosterol
bands and the appearance of a new selective absorption with a
characteristic ba,nd at 247 m jj , which itself disappears on fur-
ther irradiation. Moreover, animal tests show that the product
giving the 247 band at a maximum intensity also possesses
maximum antirachitic potency, whereas the product which has
undergone irradiation until this band has disappeared is not
effective at the same dosage. These results seem inevitably
to lead to the conclusion tha.t the substance characterized by
the 247 band is almost certainly vitamin D itself, while the
disappearance of the band proves thg.t the vitamin is a photo-
chemically unstable body. It must be understood that the
absorption curves do not give any absolute value of the amount
of vitamin present, but are really suimation curves. Until
pure Vitamin D can itself be photographed, we neither know
the exact irradiation covered by the vitamin absorption band,
nor its absolute persistence,
Professor Heilbron speaking further on this subject
said; ’'It m.ay be argued that as Vita-mJ.n D is more effective
in the cure of severe rickets than the light treatment, the
latter is no longer necessary, but are we in a position to
m3.ke such a sweeping statement? Is it not m.ore likely that,
as previously suggestea, the observed beneficie.1 effects of
irradiation are due to many specific reactions of which the
formation of Vitamin D is the only one as yet definitely
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characterised. \l/hether or not the Vitamins A and E, which are
so closely a^ssociateci vdth Vitamin h in nature, have pro-
vitaminic oriyins eyually Cc*,pal;;le of t^'^arsfomriSi.t ion hy liyht,
is a c^uestion to which, owing to our meager knowledge of their
chemical character, no definite ansv^rer can as yet be given,
nor is it to be assumed that the number of Vitamins so fa.r
recognized may not rapidly be supplemented.'' 6.
In addition to ordinary cholesterol acquiring antira.chi-
tic properties on irradiation due to the presence in it of
minute quantities of ergosterol, vegeta.ble sterols are also
capa.ble of similar activation.
In summarizing the previous pa-ges of this chapter, re-
ma^rkable progress ha-s been made in the last few years concern-
ing our knowledge of Vitamin D. The discovery that cholesterol,
a body common to all animal life, acquired antirachitic pro-
perties on irradia^tion by ultra-violet light and that the
activity of irradiated foods was due to the presence of chemical-
ly simila-r substances, give a great stimulus to research v;ork
in this field. These observations were rapidly followed by the
further discovery that cholesterol itself v/as not the pro-
vitamin but contained in it a minute quantity of another sub-
stance, rea.dily detected by the means of tne spectroscope, to
v/hich the antirachitic properties v;ere attributable. This
pro-vitarnin is proba.bly identica.1 with ergosterol, a substance
presen'C in l3.rge amount in yeast and also in small amounts in
6. Heilbron, I. i:.: A paper read at the first International
Conference on Liglit and Heat in Medicine and Surgery,
Central Hall, Westminister, December 13th to 16th, 1927,
printed in the B. J. Soc
.
,
Februa.ry, 1925,
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huma,n and animl skin. The fact tha-t rickets is capable of
being curea by ultra-violet light is thus rendered perfectly
clear, ana actinotJrierapy is unified v/ith photochemistry. Yet
of all the discussion given in this chapter, and of all the
literature v/ritten on the subject, it is still Ciuestioned wheth-
er or not the various forms of Vitamin^ as tney a.re knov/n to us
today, are definite beings, or closely related biochemical sub-
stances, their molecules being isomeric, polymeric, or tauto-
meric forms of the same matter.
\7hether light ha,s any effect in •ciie conversion of one
form to another, and resting on the sa.fer side by assuming that
such a> metamorphosis occurs, within all rea.son it is probable
that the la-rge group of substa,nces, the so called vitamins, tiiat
promote grov/th, axt in the iimnner of catalytic agents. Under
any circumstances they appear to be substa.nces 'with ix ctiva. ted
a.toms vdiich -working under the laws of chemica.1 a.ctivation are
able to uuicken "che speed of x)hysiological clianges so that they
proceed at body tempera.ture and at such velocities which would
under different occa.sions necessitate very much higher tempera-
ture .
To lay aovwi Hypotheses 3.nd different theories may be
advanta.geous or it my not, nevertheless, the fact remains
tha-t most pla.nts and animals including riian are dependent upon
the ul tra.-viole t energy of sunlight for normal growth and
development a.s they a.re depended upon the heat energy of sun-
light .
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CrfAPTER IX
lETABOLISi: AI^;D DISEASE UF THE SKELETUE STkUGTUKE
It is 'belitYfcd that many oi the beneficial results that
a,ccomp3.ny the administration of ultra-violet radiation in differ.^^
ent diseases are doubtless due to the nianner in which the rays
influence calcium and phosphorous metabolism.
Just how the ultra-violet radiation affects metabolism
has not as yet been expla,ined, yet we know that exposure to
it deeply influences the ca.rbohydrate
,
fat, protein a.nd mineral
metabolism.
According to Rothman as a result of his experiment he
found that
:
1. Ultra-violet radiation gives reduction to pathological
blood sugar.
2. That glucose disappears from the urine.
3. That the ultra-violet rays have a regulating effect
on carbohydrs.te metabolism.
4. inat norma.1 blood sugar is not affected.
5. That ultra-violet radiation increases the oxidation
of fats . 1
.
1
.
Rothman. Zt . Exp. Ted., 1923 and Rothman: riiysiology
of the Action of Light. 1923, 2, 881.
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The increased temperature of the blood influences the
rate of meta^bol ism, as biochemical reactions may be greatly
accelera.tea by even slight rises in temperature.
Dr, Rollier speaks of an interesting case of a man forty
live years of age suffering from Diabetes mC.;' litus of several
years standing, glycosuria twenty grams per litre, ea.sily con-
trolleu by dietin^^. unaer heliotherapy the glucosuria practical
ly disappea.reo on ordina^ry hotel diet. This sa.tisfac tory con-
dition was maintained during the period of treatment, but when
the patient v^ras not subjecteo to Ultra-violet trea.tment for
tv/enty four hours this caused the sugar to come back 3,gain.
Aiiouier very interesting thing that takes pla.ce follow-
ing exposure to ultra-violet rays is the increase in the cal-
cium content of the blood and me increa.se in the concentra-
tion of inorganic phosphorus; and it is in all probability due
to these changes that Ultra-violet treatment is so invaluable in
treating rickets. One of the beneficial effects is thought to
be due to the decrease of microorganisms in the intestine, thus
permitting greater absorption of cs.lcium a.nd phosphorus xo take
jilace
,
Ra,ts tha.t v/ere kept in total darkness for a period of
time and were fed on ricket-producing diet, were prevenxed from
developing rickets by giving the rats a tv/o minutes irra.diation
daily v/ith a mercury vapor lamp at a distance of three reex.
rty a-dministering a. simil8.r dose of irrs.diation to a baby the
same will give double amount of inorganic phosphorus in its
uiood in a fortnight.
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E. V. liuii'^e and H. H. Smith investigators on the subject
\
riade the following experiments:
-nacs Y/ere i^laced in glass jars and kept in darkness.
They v/ere irradiates for ten minutes daily by mea.ns of a quartz
mercury vapor lamp throug}:i the tops of the jars with the lids
removed, and controls kept in total darkness. After irradia-
tion one Tb/L-s were removed, and fresh animals pla.ced in da,rk-
ness. It was notices that the anima.ls which were irraaiate<d
grewr m.ost quickly. The ones vvhich v/ere placed in the irradia-
ted jars grew more quickly than the controls, out not so quickly
as the anima,ls which were themselves exposes ,
At first it was thought tha.t the air in the jars was
a.ffected, but it was later found tha.t if the sawdust was removed
from the jar no change took place. A deal ooard was then sub-
stitutes for the sav/dust, -;h.ich v/e.s also irradiated then ten
minutes daily. The result wv,.s that the animals which were then
placed in the jars on the dea,l board grew slightly more quickly
than the controls but not so quickly as when irradiated saw-
dust v;as used." 2.
from the above da.ta we can conclude that the sawdust
somehov/ is able to absorb the ul tra,-violet rays and later emit
them.
According to e^uthorities on the subject, it is believed
that the reason why cod-liver is beneficial in treatment of
rickets is because cod-liver itself emits ultra-violet ra.ys
when the same is oxidizeci.
2 Hume, E. 11. Lancet, 1922, ii, 1318.
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Calcium salts play a very important part in the bodily
functions
:
1. Calcium sa^lts have a tonic action on the heo,rt
.
2. Calcium salts stimulate the peripheral circulation.
3. Calcium salts diminish the permeability of the lymph
and blood vessels,
4. Calcium salts reduce the amount of secretions.
5. Ca-lcium salts also stimulate the phagocytic action of
the leucocytes and aid the absorption of ejmidates.
6. Calcium salts reduce anaphylactic rea,ctions.
7. Calcium salts improve the emotional tone, and nervous
irritability is lessened.
The majority of the endocrine glands ha.ve an influence
upon calcium metabolism, and stimulation of the sympathetic
system increa.ses the cellule.r intake of calcium.
The rays that influence calcium and phosphorus mete.-
0 0
holism 3.re those ranging from o0?.2 A to 2600 A. Rays that are
of shorter v/ave-lengths than a.bove indicated a.re antagonistic
to an increa.se of these salts, thus in certain cases irradia-
tion should not be given, v/ith the patient a shorter distance
than thirty-six inches from the lamp.
RICIOSTS
The weakened condition of the bones is termed rickets.
This disease may ^§.ve behind it very obvious traces of the de-
foimities which a.re produced when the bones are soft and fragile.
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Tills disease is commonly said to pass three sta.ges vmicn
can be distinguished, the beginning, the florid stage, and
that of healing. Different conditions with rega.rd to the
metabolism prevail in these stages. At the height of its devel-
opment the following niay oe observes.: Skoliosis or curva.ture
of the spine, bending or fra.cture of the long bones, and a
peculia.r fla,ttening or contra.ction of the pelvis are due co the
general softening of the bones. xiie a,nterior bovvhng of the
tibial and the consequent flat foot, are ps.rticulo.rly striking
features in those children v/ho walk a-bout.
The skull is made square, and the forehead very promi-
nent, by tne grov/th of the convex spongy thickenings over the
frontal and parieta,! bones. There is often an actual erosion
deep into the bone of the skull over the bs.ck of the head as
the child lies on the pillow— " osteotabes .
"
•'At an autopsy of rickety persons, it is lather easy
to cut with a knife dov/n throu^ the epiphyseal end of the bone
deep into the shaft s.nd the cut surface presents an extraordin-
ary contrast with the normal bone. It is seen that in the nor-
mal bone the line of ossification is perfectly sharp, even, and
really a narrov/ line. In rickets it is replaced oy a wide ir-
regular band of rather soft gray translucent tissue, in which
white opacities and gritty x^articles represent the calcified
l3.mallae, but throughout which isla.nds oi bluish cartilages
C3.n also be seen. The cortex of the shaft often shows soft,
spongy grov/th, both inside 3,nd outside. These clmnges are es-
pecially well seen in the lov/er end of the femur, the upper end
of the ribs. A section through the epiphysis and shaft of such
lV<
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a bone shows an analysis of the confusing scene, that the carti-
la-ge, wnere it should border on the advancing marrow capillaries
is no longer regular in its columna-r arrangement or uniformly
subject to the provisional calcifica.tion. instead, there are
patches of calc if ic3.tion but the relatively unprepa.red cartilage
is grossly invaded deep into its substa.nce by clusters of blood
vessels so tnat the long tongues of cartilage seem to extend in
the most irregular way far down to'ward the riarrow co.vity.
\Tnere the capillaries do lie open, the cartilage cells
spread their osteoblasts on the reiijaining cartilage matrix, 3.nd
the result is the forma.tion of highly irregular, thick laminae,
morphologically like oone, but not calcified. Y/here the cap-
ilaries grov/ far into the cartilage, they riiay surround tnem-
selves v/ith zones or ms.ntles of osteoid tissue, oo too, one
margins of the cartilage masses left behind in the advance of
the grov/th become changed into osteoid tissue, and in
healing this becomes bone, the rest remains as a cartilage
isla.nd encloseu in bone.
Another process cha.ra.c te ristic of rickets is the abun-
da.nt ingrowth of blood-vessels moo the epiphysea,! cartilage
from the perichondrium. This splits up the resting cartilage
in every direction and ends in a. ne’w v/ork oi sniall vessels
parallel ’with the transverse plane of ossification. Several
such layers or “stages” may be formed and may be visible, at
once, although as the irregular region of ossification advances,
they become in turn confluent v/ith the vessels from the marrow
cavity ana lose their identity. As they lie in the cartilage
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the mtrix around them loses its xjov/er oi combining with blue
stain and assumes the power of staining v/ith eosin. This col-
lagenous material soon becomes converted oy me accompaning
osteoblasts into osteoid tissue which finally adds itself to
the mass of osteoid tissue formed by the marrow vessels.” 3.
ULTiiA-\aOLET RAYS Ai:i) VITAIIIR D AS SPEGIRIC REIiliiDIES
Ultra-violet I’ays can be safely regarded as a speciric
remeo.y for this disease. These ultra-violet rays act upon
va.rious substances 3.nd especially upon v/hat hs.s been calleu
v-Loamin D. This vitamin is found in grea.test abundance in cod-
liver oil, is fa.t solua.ble, and can be sepa,ra,ted from vita.min
A v/hich a.lso is found in the same substances and as we will
prove in the later pages of this chapter, animals exposed to
the sunlight or to ultra-violet rays do not develop rickets.
Also animals supplieu with Yitamiin D, which at some time in
its production ha.3 been influencea by these rays, mil not
develop rickets. The actual substance knovm a,t present to be
particularly powerfully endued with this potent influence by
exposure to ultra-violet rays is ergosterol, a cholesterine
like molecule v/ith three binding links found in nature most
abundantly in ergot, yeast, and other fungi, and in cod-liver
oil associatea with cholesterol.
•7
o • I'ac Gullum* s patnoiogy, Saunders & Go., 4th edition, Pages
919— 923, 1928.
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By various experiiiientations on animals, it has been proved
that if they are fed on a vitamin free diet and if they are
ke'pt in da.rkness, they v/ill develop rickets, and die, on the
other hand, if they a.re fed on the same diet and be subjected
to ten minutes da^ily irradiations w/^ith the mercury la.mp, rick-
ets v/ill not develop, ulea.rly we can see then that the bene-
ficia.l effects a.re due to the immobilization of tne pnosphorous
and calcium in the blood by the ultra-violet rays.
According to Prof, ilellanby in one of his recent publica.-
tions on the subject, he says; "If a minimum amount of fat sox-
uauie vitamin is present in the animal’s food or tissues, expo-
sure of the anima.l to ultra-violet rays will, up to a certain
point, make good the deficiency in vitamin, this promoting
tiood growth and good bone calcification in animals fed on diets
which could otnerwise be inadequate for the purpose." 4.
prof. Mellanby has also proven the value of ultra-
violet radia,tion during pregnancy, by proving that a deficiency
of the antirachitic vita,min in the maternal diet during preg-
nancy causeci tne offspring to develop rickets, bronco -pneumonia
and other diseases of the respiratory tract.
Steenbock and Black v/ere a.ble to demons tra.te that by
exposing to the ultra-violet rays a rat’s food ra.tion which was
deficient in fat soluable vita^min, the same became activated
and produced as good growth a.nd as good bone calcification as
if the animal itself had received irradiation.
4, llella^nby; B. F. . j., iiOth Parch, 1926, P. 515.
iueiianuy: Lied. Res. Council Sp . Rep., Series ITo. 6; also
Lancet, 1919, i, 407.
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Hess and '\7einstOGk have shovm that vegeta-hle oils timt
were subjecteo. to irra.dia.tion under the mercury va,por lamp ac-
quiired antirachitic properties, itirther, they found that after
a period of twelve months ela.psed these oils were still able to
protect animals irom aeveloping rickets. They also discovered
tha.t the active principle was confineo to the non-saponifiable
fraction of these oils, and it was conta,ined in the cholesterol
and phytosterol which form part of these suosuances, ine same
thing is also true with cod-liver oil,
Hess and Weinstock on further investigation came to the
conclusion that it was the effect of the ultra-violet ra.ys on
cholesterol found in the skin wnioii ca,used the prevention and
cure of rickets by actinotherapy or heliotherapy, in as much as
the T'ays Yiere unable to penetrate the v/hole thickness of the
skin.
To verify their conclusion they removea xrom the human
body, irrs^diated huma.n skin and added it to the rs.ts food, v/ho
were feeding on a diet that was ricket producing. It v®,s i ound
that these rats did not develop rickets, ’whereas the controls
produced rickets.
On a still further investiga-tion Hess a.nd Weinstock
found that if the irradiation of the skin had exceeded one half
t© three hours irradis.tion a certa^in substa.nce is produced, that
has no antirachitic properties. Thus demonstrating that the
time to activate cholesterol is from one .half to three hours
and not longer, 5,
5, Hess and we ins cock, i:, Lo-ncet, Ja.n. 1, 1926.
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Gyorgy and others have shovm tha>t non-irradiarea unol-
esterol possesses no antirachitic properties, hut after irradia-
tion cholesterol acquires such properties,
L. G. Parsons has recoraeu a ca.se of rickets treated
with irradiated cholesterol. This patient had received cod-
liver oil for some months previously, uut nad not improved.
He was cures after eleven weeks treatment with irradiated
cholesterol. 6.
If fish oil is administered to patients tha.t are suf-
fering from rickets there is a rerrarkahle improvement in their
condition. People living in the arctic region of tne globe
where there is no sunshine but a constant dv/elling in da,rkness
for a period of about six months, do not suffer from rickets,
for cneir diet chiefly consists of fish oil. As to v<fhat phy-
siological action takes place to prevent them from suffering
from jrickets is not quite known, but it has been found that
cod-liver oil is oxidized, a,nd if photographic plates screened
by quartz filters vi^hich i;.re especially prepared for this purpose_^
are exposed to it, the presence of ultia.-violet eimnations
can be demonstra.reo .
A persistent administration of cod-liver oil to patients
suffering from rickets may cure the pa^tient, but sometimes lu
lails to do so. Ultra-violet applica.tion alv/ays effects a
cure and that e.t a shorter period of time than it takes for
coa-liver oil. At any rate, natural or artificial sunlight
and cod-liver oil together are still more desirable, une or
rne other v/ill prevent the disea.se
,
6, Parsons, L. B B. i:. J Harch 20, 1926.
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By experin.entation iz iias Deen found that the mys of
natural sunlight that will cure rickets are those v/ith wave-
0 0
lengths ranging irom 5022-A and 2900 A. In the case of arti-
ficial light vYith mercury vapor lamip the rays that v\rill cure
0 0
rickets are those hetv/een 3022 A and 2654 A.
Prof, Huldschinsky working at one of the Child weliare
Clinic Centers a,t Berlin published the following extract taken
from the British journal ux ACtino therapy
,
Jan. 1928;
"Vyiien nine years ago I made the discovery that rickets
ca.n be entirely uurec by mea.ns of ultra.-violet ra^ys, I v/as
greatly assisted by the fact tha^t I w3.s v/orking in a, nospiial
for cripple children, v/here bad cases of florid rickets v/ere
very abundant as it was the year loiiowing the Y/a.r. X-ray photo
graphs clearly shov/ed the improvement of the rickety oones. i
saw that une rickets was completely healea
,
but I was disappoint
ed that the bony deformity remained, and realizea that this
disea.se must be healea before the bending of the bones takes
X^lace, 1. e., before the sixth month of life.
There are two degrees of prevention, the first I call
''Ideal"; it results in not even the slightest sign of rickets
appearing, nor even any reduction in the phosphate content of
the blood serum. The second is "Practica.l prevention" wixere
softening of tne bones ana henue viurvaiiure, is prevented.
Every child, therefore, should be subjected to irradia-
tion before the sixth month of life as it is never icnown which
children v/ill develop rickeis later.
t\
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I commenced irradiation of children about three months
old, in the Child Welfare Centers in one of the poorest aistricts
in Berlin. The results have been very encouraging. We succeed-
ed in preventing severe forms of florid rickets and deformity
in any child thus treatea. However, some less severe symptoms
of rickets were present in some cases when about a year ola. A-
bout forty percent of children show^ing signs of rickets at three
months still showed some signs at a year, and about ten percent
of the children free at three months show'ed slight signs at
tv/elve months, but these symptoms were never severe. Thus, we
see that one month’s treatment is not sufficient in children pre-
disposed to rickets, so further irradiation is necessary. We
ha.ve found it sufficient to repea^t the treatment after an inter-
va.l of a month or two, and in some cases it is repeated again
the follov/ing winter. We never irradiate during the summer
months. So each child has altogether three months of irradia-
tion, either one "cne first winter a.nd two the second, or two the
first, and one the second, according to the month when the child
was born.”
As regards the administration of irradiated milk, ergos-
tero],
,
etc., for the cure of rickets the efficienc^^ of these
methods merely prove the value of ultra-violet radiation in this
disease, as they have brought further evidence tha^t the former
antirachitic fa.ctor A or the Vitamin D are nothing out ultra-
violet rays fixed to an orga.nic substance, or substances charged
with ultra-violet energy.
The application of irraaiated ergosterol is a nev/ tech-
nical form of ultra-violet therapy of rickets; the princi|)le is
the old one
.
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After two montns of systematic exposure according to dif-
ferent pra^ctitioners all symptoms which cha.racterize the disease
tend to disappectr quite rapidly:
.
The catarrhal condition of intestine, stomach, and the
lungs clea.r up.
2. The appetite improves.
3. The weight increases.
4. Atonic condition of the muscles found in rickety in-
dividuals improve,
5. Tenderness or the limbs, this being due to the low cal-
cium content of the serum and to the decrease of phosphorous,
leading to diminished conductivity of the nerve fibres supplying
the muscles, improve greatly.
hUi'iE GHAb9Ea
As regards the bone changes during the irradiation the
follovi/ing 3.re observed:
1. The epiphyseal enla.rgements rapidly subside.
2. The general swelling around the- epiphyses disappears.
3. Lime sa-lts are deposited, in the sha.fts of the long bones.
4. pew centers of ossification take pla.ce, not present
before treatment.
5. The cupping of the diaphyses disa.ppears.
6. Craniotabes responds v;ell to a.ctinic treatment and
grad-ua.lly disa.ppea,rs
.
Under any circumsta.nces, the results vdiich can be obtained
in treating rickets with ultra-violet radiation are very strik-
ing and ii rickets are treated early enough no permanent deform-
ity oi the skeletal structure need oe anticipated. Therefore,
with confidence, we say that ultra-violet radiation has won its
'^disease.
°h)-y for its wonderful power in this
i
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CHAPTER X
GOHGLUSIOHS
On questioning v/hether or not ultra^-violet rays are
dangerous, Dr. Axel Reyn, head physician at the Einsen Insti-
tute, Copenhagen, v^rites as follows:
"I read v/ith the greatest interest Sir. G. Lenthal Cheatle's
letter in the h. M. J. of 23th March, in which he sta.tes that
together with ui\ Arthur V/nit field, he has examined skin that
has been '•bronzed” by therapeutic exposure to sunlight and has
found mitosis securing in the epithelial cells situated a'^-ove
the basal layer, from which he seems to conclude tha-t there may
be some risk of inducing epithelioma by exposure to sunlight or
a,rtificia.l irradiation. It is true that atroT)hic changes are
sometimes observed in the skin of persons whose hands and faces
are habitually exposed to strong light and air and that in such
cases epithelioma is sometimes seen to develop on the eyoosed
oarts. But up to the x^j^esent nothing whatsoever has been brought
fomz/ard to prove tha.t it is the light pa.rticularly that produces
these changes, Erom all indications the lesions are muen more
likely caused by such influences as v;ind a.nd rain and all tne
\rarious assaults to which the constantly uncovered, and unpro-
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tec ted skin of these persons is da.ily exposed. Do we not see
ei)tnelioma of the skin develop in almost any site exposed to
constant mechanica.! influences? We need only think of cancer
of the lips, chimne: -sweeps ' cancer, tar cancer, and many others
besides
.
"Th3.t the therapeutical application of light snuuia
produce epithelioma is the highest degree unlikely. Nothing
argues more strongly against this suggestion than the fact that
up to thj.s day not one single case of cancer of the skin has be
been reporter 3.s causea by the lights ba.ths, among one hundreds
and thousands of piersons who take either sun or artificial baths
of this kind. I may state, furthermore, that among the thou-
sa.nds of patients who ha-ve receiveu local photo therapeutic treat
ment for lupus at the Ninsen Institute we have not observed one
case of lupus carcinoma, resulting from this treatment. On the
contrary, the percentage of lupus carcinoma shov/n by our records
is the lowest existing; a fac L which must be ascribed exclusive-
ly to the phototherapeutic treatment, v/hich cures the patients
so that tiiey do not ge l carcinoma, while, if the light were
particularly provoca.tive in this respect, we should, of course--
on the contrary--see a great many cases of this complication.
"I see yet a.nother proof in the conclusions arrived at by
Dr. K. A. Heiberg, the histologist at the Finsen Institute, as
the result of microscopical examinations imde of the skin of
twenty-five patients who had been under treatment with caroon
arc light baths for a considerable period. Not a single in-
sta.nce did Dr. Heiberg observe any change involving risk of
epithelioma; on the contrary, he proved that a vigorous re-
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genera.tion of hea.ltliy skin takes pla.ce which, greatly assists
in improving the functioning of the Is.tter. I, therefore,
urgently recommend the use of light haths, sunlight or artificial
in all diseases in which this trea^tment is suita.hle. It is a
thera-py ’which has already proven so rich in beneficial results .
tha.t it should be usee., also, in the future, to an ever-increas-
ing ex-cent; and we certainly must not allow ourselves to become
frightened of dangers tha.t are non-existent." 1.
Doubtless, it will be unv/ise for anyone to suggest that
ultra-violet rs.diation or for that rriatter, even any other re-
medial measure is a "cure-all". Yet, it will be without ’vvisdom
to criticize the beneficial results, miat are claimed, by various
practitioners of actinic treatment.
Aren' t most disea,ses benefitea by stimulating the
mechanism of the body?
' To say that the results are due entirely to suggestion
#
it is hardly ’worth spending time to discuss it,
Futti’ng everything else a.side, the grea-test value of
ultra-violet radia,tion lies in the prevention rather than cure
of disease. To this effect. Dr. Huldschinsky maintains that
the prophylactic treatment of rickets ought to be introduced as
universally as vaccins.tion against small pox. Every child,
whether it shovi^s any symptoms of rickets or not, should during
its first year be exposed for at least a month to ultra-violet
radiation. If this be done, there are prospects of seeing
rickets a.s a disease disappear entirely.
1. Reyn, Axel. B. M. J P. 903; May 9, 1925.
A ..
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Evidently Dr. Huldsciiinsicy calls for a systematized trear-
ment for the prevention of this disease. If this is carried
on there vrould he considera,hle decrease in infant mortality from
pneumonia, diarrhea, convulsions, etc. Bov/-legs, kyphosis,
scoliosis and various other crippling conditions v/ould be unknown,
Ultra-vioiex radiation is not only a specific remedy for
rickets, but v>^e find th3.t is a specific remecy for surgical
tuberculosis, spasmophilia, alopecia a,reata and ha,y fever and
in a, vast number of ailments supplimenting other necessary
remeo. ial agents
,
In discussing the benefit producing effects of ultra-violet
rays we must not overlook the biological effects referred to
elsewhere in this treatise. We must keep in mind tne following
items:
1, Tha.t by irradiation the rays foirn a substa.nce in the
skin, this substance being absorbed by the blood, and hence, it
is carried throughout the Y»rhole system, thus producing an in-
crease in the rate of metabolism.
2. That by irradiation the appetite is stimulated, thus
the resistance of the body is ra,ised,
3. We must keep in mind tha.t by irradiation microorganisms
found in tne intestinal tract are reduced and absorption is
facilitated and cata.rrah is lessened.
4, That the stimulation of tne unstriped muscle is in-
creasec. and stubborn cases of constipation and auto-intoxication
from the bowels is greatly beneiitec
,
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5. That anaemias are benefited by the stimulation of the
haemopoietic system and consequently we have an increase in the
haemoglobin
.
6. That ultra-violet radia.tion stimulates the endocrine
system, particularly the thyroid and sexual glands.
7. That rickets are benefited from the increase of calcium
and phosphorous in the blood,
8. That ultra-violet radiation has a great value in
dermo^tology
,
its value being due:
1, To its bactericidal effect,
2. To its stimulating auction on cellular grov/th.
The question of contra-indications of ultra-violet radia-
tion is closely related to that of accidents. Professor J. L.
Pech, professor of Meuical Physics in the Faculty of Medicine
of Montpellier University, in replying to 3-n inquiry made to
him by clinicians and specialists concerning this matter, showed
them that ultra-violet ra.diation when properly applied by com-
petent speci3.1ists after thorough clinical examination, have
never produced grave accidents.
The absolute contra,-indications for ultra-violet radia-
tion tres^tment are some-what linated:
1
.
The main one consists of progressive and febrile forms
of pulmonary tuberculosis presenting a congestive and hemoptystic
tendency. Under such conditions the organism is unable to v/ith-
stand such exacerbations, especially if frequently repeated.
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Furthermore, ultra-violet rays are absolutely contra-
indicateo in the treatmeni: ox individuals that present cactexia.
3, Again ultra.-violet rays are contra-indicated, in advanced
and rapid form of pulmonary tuberculosis.
4, Ultra-violet rays are contra-indicated if the tempera-
ture of the patient is hi^.
5, Agahn in persons afflictea v/ith grave heart disease
when compensation Mas broken dovm.
6, In persons afflictea witn acute nephritis,
7, In persons suffering of severe cases of arterios-
clerosis ,
0. Again in cases of extreme acute eczema.
The treatment with ultra.-violet ra,ys should be discontinued
if:
1. The temperature is raised after an irradiation for gMige
DIO re than tvmnty-four hours .
2. If patient is losing weiglit (except in obesity).
o. If patient is excessively nervous.
Extremely great care must be taken in cases of haemopt-
ysis and amyloid degeneration.
in other words, competent and v;ell informed specialists
Dia.y alv;sys find, excepting in cases mentioned, a dosa,ge which
V7ill prove useful and effective for the patient without causing
the least untoward result, arising from any general or local
conditions
.
There is another phase that we must consider briefly,
that of the indications and contra-indications of natural and
II
I
I
1
I
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artificial radiation, for the natural heliotheropists
,
emphasize
solar thera.py a.nd aerotherapy particularly those that work in
higli altitudes. On the other hand, those ac tinotheropists in
cloudy climates give emphasis to artificial light irra.diation,
aiiu nere again v/e are confronted with the argument as to v/hat
kind of ultra-violet radiation producing lamps are the most suit-
able. There may be special indice.tions for different sources of
light, but they have not as yet oeen exactly defineu, for in one
ailment the shorter ultra-violet rays of the mercury cjuartz
lights may be the most helpful, yet, on the other hand, for a
certahn disease the high amperage carbon arc and mercury may
prove their worth, and moreso, in other disease both iOurces
of light ma.y have strong adJierents and show their value. For
insta.nce, we may find that the advocators of sola-r treatment
will insist upon the carbon arcs, simply because its spectrum is
closely a/pproximating that of sunlight. Again others that ob-
tained good results with the mercury quartz lamps can give evi-
dence in their favor and argue against the use of spectrum approx
imting that of sunlight. Thus, I believe it is the physician’s
duty to decide for himself v/hich source of light best suits the
requirements of his pa.tient. in my opinion, I can affirm that
aijL 01 these are suitable aids, but to accura^tely evalua.te the
importa.nce of one over the other is impossible at present. It
seems best to individualize for each cg.se, g.nd within all possi-
bility use every means of stimulating a response, no'w employing
one aid, then another if the former failed, for some conditions
that ma.y not give response to the solar radia,tion a-lone may
t
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require artificial radia^tion or a combination of the two factors.
Vm’ DOES SUiiLIGHT OR ARTIFICIAL LIGHT CURS?
Ho apology is needed in a thesis of this sort for a re-
turn to a question of such vast pra^coical importance as this.
Until v/e get nearer to an understa^nding of the reason why sun-
light or artificial light cures, sunlight or artificial light
treatment must remain empiricaH and to oriis degree unsatisfa.ctory
.
Fortuna.tely
,
hundreds of investigators are v/orhing on the
subject in Continental Europe, and Uniteo. States, and are arriv-
ing at a definite point in regard to this absorbing question.
One prominent investiga^tor is professor J. C. Drummond, of
University College, London, v/ho, by his researches into the
nature, origin, and Vvorking of vitamins in animal and vegetable
life, is getting very close to the final clue.
Professor Druimnond has made this definite staoement:
•Uur present belief is that exposure of the surface of
the skin to ultra-violet ra^diations, either as sunlight or in
the form of suitable artificial lamp-ligiit, urings about a syn-
thesis from cholesterol of the antirachitic vitamin which other-
wise it would be necessary to supply in the diet.'* 1.
Yet v;e find tha^t Steenbock’ s great importa.nt discovery
in 1924, refers back to the fact that sunlight, natural or
artificial, when falling upon substances containing cholesterol,
produces the antira,chitic vitamin, and as v/e know from a pre-
vious discussion that the skin of the human body contains
cholesterol in every cell, the action of sunligriu xn the promo-
1. Drummond. J. Physiol. Gheni., 1926, 144, 123.
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tion of this essential vita^min 'beconies a- matter of deduction,
if not af proof.
This discovery, great in fact and implication, is not the
only one to which Yje can now refer as explaining the healing
power of sunlight ana aruificial light.
As 3. further investigation. Professor Drummond in the
sa,me communication, states that experiments that v/ere performed
on young luts, he ha.s discovered that the amount of highly active
vitamin fractions necessary to ma.intain a gxowing rat in hea.lth
and mrd off any apparexit signs of a deficiency of vitamin, is
extremely minute, being only 0.0006 percent of ea,ch total rood
consumption
,
Professor Dimimmond proceeds to give a, parallel instance,
namely, the minute fraction of Vitamin E that was discovered by
Evans and Bishop as being essential to normal production. As
little as 0,0005 of a gram of this vitamin is obtained by a
fractionation of wheat oil, has restore! fertility to a female
rat that was sterile by deficient diet.
Pina.lly in the same communication Professor Drummond
sta.tes, "Finally the example ui vitamin D, may be given, for
although the minimum amount required to protect against or cure
rickets in the rat is not yet knov/n, very small doses, of the
order of a ten thousandth part of a gram have been found effec-
tive." 2.
From the above authori'ca'cive statements it seems that we
1
.
Drummond. J. Physiol, uhem., 1926, 144, 123.
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have approacheu the solution, x-or, as it is clear that a very
minute quantity of one vitamin, that is produced unquestionably
by the action of sunlieiiit or artificial light on the skin, can
be very effective in the cure and prevention of rickets, so v/e
may not have to go very far oeiore v/e discover tha.t li^t ’Vihich
falls upon the skin activates other substances, and produces yet
other minute vitamins, each essential to the same function of
the huma.n body.
To some it imy appear from the forgoing pages of tnia
v/ork that the solution to our problem has been found. To the
scientific mind the absolute definite a.nswer may soill be lack-
ing. Yet, gladly I can say the.t, whatever the reason may be,
sunlight or artificial light does cure, is sufficiently v\fell
establisheu and henceforth, we can go on with the assurance
that when the laymen ay v/ell as the scientists ha,ve absorbed
the true meaning of the scientific discoveries xiundreds of
i\
investigators, prominent among them being Steenbock, Hess,
Drummond, RosenJrieim, I'ellanby, nulainsky, L^cGollum, Griffith,
Taylor, Heilbron and hundreds of others, there will be no fur-
ther aoubt, and the establishment of actinotherapy in regard to
skeletal stmctures or any ofner disease of the body mentioned
will not be longer in question,
Keanv/hile, I can safely say that the monkeys at the zoo
are, officially, still better off than the children of the siuma
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The term " Ac tinother-;^ " is nov<i generally used to indi-
cate scientific treatment of disease hy artifically produced
ultra-violet radiation, as uistinguished from tree.tment by
means of natural sunlight, which is known as "Heliotherapy.”
Although the earliest records of history and mythology
show that, in all ages, man nas regaraed tne sun as a source
of neaitil-giving energy, it v/as only towards tiie close of
last century that orgs^nised efforts ¥/ere ma,de to use this
energy for the benefit of mankind. The pr-actice of heliotherapy
ma.y, indeea, be sa,id to date from 1893, when prof. Niels pinsen,
of uopenhagen, published the details of his investigations re-
garding tne physiological action of light and the results of
his work in connection with the light treatment of surgical
tuberculosis. Owing to the difficulty of obtaining adeouate
supplies of natural sunlight. Prof. Finsen, for some of his
most important work used the ca-rbon arc as a means of producing
ultra-violet ra.dia.tion. He may, therefore, be regarded as the
pioneer of ac tinothera^py as well as of heliotherapy.
Light treatment ma.de but little progress during the next
few years, and it was not until 1903 tha.t the first European
clinic for the sunlight treatment of tuberculosis was establish-
ed at Leys in by Dr. Rollier. This date marks the commencement
of the practical development of both heliotherapy and actino-
thera.py
.
It should be realized that actino therapy is really a
natural development of heliotherapy. It was the impossibility
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of securing reliable supplies of natural sunlight at low
altitudes and the discovery that even a tnin film or clouds,
smoke, or atmospheric moisture completely absorbed the bene-
ficial ultra-violet rays of sunlight that led Pinsen a.nd other
pioneers, to seek for a mea.ns of producing these re.ys a,rt ific tal-
ly.
The compars^tive theraxieutic value of natural and artificia,!
sunliglit ha,s been the subject of much discussion. The results,
however, are of little practical value, lor tne fact remains
tha.t in densely popula,ted, smoke-ridden industrial a.reas, v/here
treatment is most urgently needed, the supply of natural sun-
lip^t is uncertain, inadequate and deficient in ruhose rays mosr
Deneficial to health. Artificial sunlight, is therefore a mea-
sure of sheer necessity, it is generally admitted, moreover,
that artificial sunlight a.dmits of the exclusion of rays which
are nor oniy non-Deneficial
,
but in some cases actually harm-
ful, and also malces accurate dosage possible.
The forgoing outline of the development of actinotherapy
has been presentee chiefly to show tnat it must be regarded a.s
a new method of treatment still more or less in the experimental
stages, \7hen v/e apiirecia-te this fa-ct, we can understand the
controversy and a.pparent contradiction which exists in me now
rapidly extending literature on the subject, and also why it is
sometimes a ma.tter of considerable difficulty to make definite
recommend3.t ions as to choice of appara,tus.
The record oi actinotherapy is already^^of extraordin-
aire^ achievement, Lea-ving aside statements insufficiently sup-
ported by evidence, and considering only authentic records, it
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mus L be conceded that the value of ac tinotherapy in the pre-
ser^mtion and restoration of health has nov/ "been definitely
estahlishec
.
It is conunon Icnov/ledge that phenomenal successes ha.ve been
e.chieveu in the treatment of such diseases as rickets, surgica.1
tuberculosis and certain forms of dermatitis. The records of
success, nowever, extend to a, very much wider range of diseases,
including metabolic disorders, nei'vous conditions, diseases of
the respira^tory tract, genitourinary and gynecological conditions'^
diseases of the nose, throa.t a,nd ear, ophthalmic and dental condi
"
tions and many others.
The efficacy of ultra-violet radiation as a genera.l tonic
nas also been conclusively demonstrated. It has been shovm
that artificial sunlight treatment ca,n be successfully exploy-
ed in the maintenance of the health of those enga.ged in occupa-
tions wfhich deprive them of the nomial amount of sunlight.
jjUrther, that it can a.ssist materially in the restoration to
health of conve.lescenx patients.
Ultrs.-violet rs.dia.tion assists the functioning of the
body as a whole. It quickens meta,bolism and builds up the
powers of resistance. It increases the calcium, phosphorus
and iron contents of the blood and the iodine content of the
thyroid gland. The number of red and white blood corpuscles
and the amount of hemoglobin are also increased by irradiation.
Blood pressure when high is almost invariably reo.uced. Patients
under tre^atment rapidly improve in general health and experience
a. sense of ments.l alertness and genera,! well-being. Appetite
4^
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and sleep improve, nenrous symptoms disappear and increase of
weight is frequent. Artificial sunlight trea^tment is an ex-
cellent tonic and a valuable auxiliary zo ooner methods of
treatment
,
It is scarcely surprising to find the practice of actino-
therapy extending with reimrka-hle rapidity. Large numoers of
private practitioners are installing ultra-violet appa,ratus
in their surgeries, and public authorities, hospitals, ouber-
culosis clinics, child welfare centers and large coirmiercial
organizations are establishing light departments, rhe use of
a.rtificial sunlight has even extended to the general public and
apparatus is being insts.lled in inany better class households.
The desirability of this last development has provoked
considerable discussion and a. few^ words of comment will not be
out 01 place here, ]i':euical opinion with rega.rd to the use of
sunlight in the home as a general tonic is at present somewhat
divideo , ho less an authority tha.n Professor Leonard Hill has
statee tha.t "We v/ant to use arc baths just as we use waiter
oaths" (British Journal of Radiology, B. I. R. Section, January,
1926). Otner authorities, hov/ever, consider me use of arti-
ficial sunlight in the home, even as ordinary tonic, as un-
desirable, if not indeed damgerous.
But on one poirio ohere is complete agreement: in no
circumstances should artificial sunlight be used in the treat-
ment of diseases ej^uept by a qua.lified practitioner.
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It v/ould appear, therefore, that artificial surilig^it
iiiay he useo wion advantage as a general tonic hy intelligent
persons, hut that the supervision of a doctor is desirable,
i.ts use for the treatment of a.ny form of disease is
highly dangerous and should never he attempted hy the layman.
Obviously the effective treatment of any disease enta.ils ac-
curate dia-gnosis a,nd this is the prerogative of the qualified
practitioner.
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